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1 Introduction
Unveiling the mystery of the sources of ultra high energetic cosmic rays (UHECR) that
possess energies above 1018 eV is one of the most urgent questions in contemporary
astroparticle physics. Up to now no final identification of the sources is achieved
even after more than one century of research has passed since Victor Hess discovered
cosmic rays in the year 1912 [1]. In this field of science which covers a vast energy
range already first clues of sources can be made for low energies but at the highest
energetic end the current status is not conclusive.
In this thesis predictions for UHECR observables are made and a comparison with
the data mainly from the Pierre Auger Observatory is carried out to constrain the
properties of source candidates in this energy range. A number of diﬀerent observables
that measure a variety of properties of cosmic rays as the energy spectrum, the mass
composition, the direction and the existence of UHE photons and neutrinos are used
to ensure a holistic view on UHECR. The theoretical predictions of these observables
from astrophysical scenarios including assumptions on sources and on the properties
of the intergalactic space are employed to explain the observed data and consequently
lead to new insights of the sources itself and the properties of the universe. The
predictions are executed with the sophisticated Monte Carlo code CRPropa 2.0 [2]
that enable simulation of the UHECR propagation from putative sources to Earth by
taking into account all relevant processes. With this procedure the discrimination of
the mass composition, the energy spectrum and the maximum energy of the cosmic
rays at the sources was possible. Additionally, also the distributions of the sources
and the magnetic field are studied.
This thesis is structured as follows. The chapter 2 provides a summary of the
physical foundation and methodologies necessary for this thesis. In this context the
theoretical predictions for diﬀerent cosmic ray acceleration models and the resulting
source candidates are introduced. The physical principles of the intergalactic cosmic
ray propagation and the properties of the intergalactic space as extragalactic and
galactic magnetic fields are described. The chapter 3 introduces the Pierre Auger
Observatory and gives an overview of the measurements used in this thesis to compare
with the predictions from simulations. The chapter 4 introduces the simulation code
CRPropa and gives an estimation of the accuracy of the implementation of the pion
production interaction as used in this code. In chapter 5 the astrophysical parameter
space is constraint by performing a combined fit of the energy spectrum and the mass
composition for a spectrum of individual astrophysical scenarios. Chapter 6 makes a
prediction of the still not measured ultra high energetic photon and neutrino fluxes for
diﬀerent realistic astrophysical scenarios. The possibility of additional constraints due
to the non-observation of this fluxes are discussed and also the competitive of neutrino
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and photon upper limits for this purpose is estimated. In chapter 7 predictions are
made for the correlation of the cosmic ray arrival directions with the source positions
under consideration of diﬀerent extragalactic magnetic field models as well as a galactic
magnetic field. The correlation found for event directions measured by the Pierre
Auger Observatory with an AGN catalogue compared to the predictions puts further
constrains on the astrophysical scenarios.
2
2 Physical Foundation
The review of the physical foundation given in this chapter starts with a historical
overview of the measurements of cosmic ray in Sec. 2.1.1 followed by a summary of
properties of the cosmic rays. Here, in Sec. 2.1.2 the energy spectrum, in Sec. 2.1.3 the
mass composition and in Sec. 2.1.4 the distribution of arrival directions are described.
Subsequently, possible acceleration mechanisms and source candidates for ultra high
energetic cosmic rays are reviewed in Sec. 2.1.5. An explanation of the influences
relevant during the propagation of cosmic rays from these possible sources to Earth is
elementary for the understanding of the studies in this thesis. These influences includes
in Sec. 2.3 the galactic and in Sec. 2.2 the extragalactic magnetic fields, in Sec. 2.4
the interactions with background photon fields and in Sec. 2.4.4 the influence of the
expansion of the universe. The production and propagation of ultra high energetic
photons and neutrinos are described in Sec. 2.4.2 and Sec. 2.4.3. The main properties
of air showers are introduced in Sec. 2.5. In this context parametrisations used in this
thesis to calculate important shower properties are discussed in Sec 2.6.
2.1 Cosmic rays
2.1.1 Historical Background
Cosmic rays were first discovered by Victor F. Hess in 1912 during balloon flights up
to a hight of 5 km [1]. He measured an increase of ionizing radiation with altitude
using electrometers [3] leading him to the conclusion that the origin of this radiation
is outside the Earth’s atmosphere. He has been awarded for the discovery of these so
called cosmic rays with the Nobel prize in 1936. Later measurements of J. Clay [4]
showed a dependence of the cosmic ray flux on the magnetic latitude which indicates
that a large fraction of them consists of charged particles. A coincident measurement
of cosmic rays in two detectors on the ground was shown in 1929 by W. Bothe and W.
Kolhörster [5] and were later observed for larger distances of 75m in the late 1930s
independently by Kolhörster [6] and Pierre Auger [7]. This phenomenon was correctly
interpreted as the measurement of secondary particles of one primary particle that
interacts with the Earth’s atmosphere. The cascade of secondary particles initiated
by very high energetic cosmic rays are called extensive air showers. In the 1940s several
high altitude balloon flights enabled the direct measurement of cosmic rays near the top
of the atmosphere. These showed that cosmic rays are full ionized nuclei which travel
with nearly the speed of light [8]. Mostly protons [9] but also all other elements up to
Z = 40 were found in the radiation. From the mid of the 1940s, large detectors were
constructed on the ground to measure high amounts of extensive air showers. These
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experiments showed a cosmic ray flux decreases with increasing energy which can be
described by a power law with fixed spectral index for a large energy range. In 1958
G. V. Kulikov and G. B. Khristiansen [10] discovered a kink at an energy of  1015 eV
which is now known as the ‘knee’ of the cosmic ray spectrum. In 1962 the M.I.T. group
at Volcano Ranch in New Mexico measured the first cosmic ray with energies above
1020 eV [11]. In the 1990s an increasing number of large area ground based detectors
with diﬀerent detection techniques were built, e.g. SUGAR [12], Haverah Park [13],
Yakutsk [14], AGASA [15], and Fly’s Eye [16]. These measurements established the
‘ankle’ of the cosmic ray spectrum at energies above 1018 eV.
In the first years cosmic rays were the only possibility to perform particle physics.
Cosmic ray radiation enabled the discovery of for example the positron [17], muon [18]
and pion [19].
2.1.2 Energy Spectrum
Cosmic rays are measured in an energy range that extends over twelve orders of mag-
nitude from a few hundred MeV to  300EeV, in which the flux per energy decreases
by nearly thirty-one orders of magnitude. Starting with more than 1000 particles
per second and square meter for cosmic ray energies of a few GeV only less than one
particle per km2 and century are measured above 100EeV [20]. Consequently, the
necessary detection area to collect enough particles in a reasonable time period has to
grow with cosmic ray particle energy. Up to 1014 eV direct measurements above the
atmosphere are feasible. For higher energies only ground based experiments exist.
The energy spectrum follows approximately a power law in energy
dN=dE / E
which shows a few structures. In Fig. 2.1 these special features in the energy spectrum
are pronounced by multiplying the flux with E2:5. Up to energies of 3  1015 eV the
spectral index is    2:7. After this so called knee position, the spectrum becomes
steeper with    3:1. This is usually referred to the end of the galactic proton
component. At 8  1016 eV a second knee is reported by KASCADE-Grande [21] with
a significance of 2. Assuming a rigidity dependent maximum energy of sources
as proposed by Peters [22] the second knee fits very well the prediction of a ‘iron-
knee’. Additionally, a flattening of the spectrum of the lightest components is seen by
KASCADE-Grande at 1017:1 with a significance of 5:8 . This could be the transition
from galactic to extragalactic light component. Another explanation would also be
the set in of a second galactic proton component. Above 1018:5 eV the whole spectrum
flattens again to a spectral index of    2:69, the so called ankle of the energy
spectrum. Finally, above 5  1019 eV a steepening is observed which matches to a
spectral index of    4:2. This could be explained either by the predicted GZK-
eﬀect [23, 24] or the exhaustion of nearby sources. This question will be addressed in
Sec. 5.2.4. More details on the current energy spectrum measured by the Pierre Auger
Observatory that is used in this thesis is given in Sec. 3.3.1.
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Figure 2.1: All-particle cosmic-ray energy spectrum multiplied by the energy E2:5 mea-
sured from various experiment taken from [20].
Galactic to Extragalactic Transition Some agreement on the galactic origin of the
low energy cosmic rays is established in astroparticle physics because of gamma ray
observations of possible acceleration sites [25] within the Milky way. The highest
energetic cosmic rays have to be of extragalactic origin due to the lacking capability
of the galaxy or the galactic halo to confine these cosmic rays. For the transition from
galactic to extragalactic cosmic rays three models are favoured.
In the classical ‘ankle model’ or ‘late transition model’ the transition ends well above
the angle at energies E > 1019 eV [26]. Here a heavy galactic component is replaced by
a proton dominated extragalactic flux. Berezinsky et al. [27] suggested the transition
already at energies between 1016:5–1017:5 eV, where a sharp change from galactic iron
to extragalactic protons takes place. In this ‘pair production dip model’ the ankle is
explained by a pile on of protons from pair production on the CMB which have it’s
threshold energy at  1018 eV. In a third model a mixed extragalactic composition is
assumed, which leads to the end of the galactic to extragalactic transition at the ankle
as shown for example by [25].
2.1.3 Chemical Composition
All long lived elements of the periodic table are found in the cosmic ray flux. The
relative abundances of the elements in cosmic rays directly measured by diﬀerent
experiments at an energy of 1 GeV/nucleon are shown in Fig. 2.2 in comparison to
5
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Figure 2.2: Abundances of of the individual elements in the cosmic radiation at
1GeV/nucleon [20].
the relative abundances of elements in the solar system. In general there is a good
agreement between these two distributions, apart from an excess of light elements like
lithium, beryllium, boron as well as elements just below iron or lead. Assuming that
the cosmic rays have at their origin the same composition like the elements in the
solar system, the described overabundances could be the result of spallation processes
of the CNO, iron and lead groups with interstellar dust and gas particles during their
propagation through our galaxy.
Above 1015 eV only ground based observations are possible, which use air showers
initiated by cosmic rays in the atmosphere to conclude on primary cosmic ray particles.
The most used technique to obtain a mass sensitive observable is the electron to muon
ratio. The sum of electrons and muon number is used to derive the primary energy of
the cosmic ray. As muons are more penetrating than electrons a common approach is
a combination of shielded and unshielded scintillation detectors as used for example by
the KASCADE-Grande experiment [28]. The time profile of the shower particles can
also be used to discriminate between muon and electron signals. Electrons experience
stronger attenuation in atmosphere and therefore appear later in the time trace of the
signal.
For energies above 1014 eV nearly all the cosmic ray shower energy is deposited in the
atmosphere causing an excitation of the air molecules which emit fluorescence light in
turn. The light yield is proportional to the energy deposit and is used to measure the
longitudinal development of the shower. The depth of the shower maximum is mea-
sured in atmospheric slant depth X given in [g=cm2], which represents the length in
equidistant intercepts of traversed matter density. The maximum of the shower devel-
opment, Xmax, is sensitive to the primary mass. Heavier nuclei reach their maximum
higher in the atmosphere than lighter nuclei.
Besides these techniques the lateral distribution of the shower at ground is also
sensitive to the mass of the primaries. Heavier cosmic rays have in general a flatter
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distribution than lighter primaries. The energy is estimated from the signal hight
at fixed distance from the shower core where the signal is nearly independent of the
primary mass. This distance is diﬀerent for each experiment and scales with the chosen
grid size of the detector array. Also the slope of the lateral distribution of Cherenkov
light within 120m from the shower core depends on the hight of the shower maximum
and therefore is used to interfere the primary mass.
The results of the Xmax measurements from diﬀerent experiments for the energy
range E 2 [1015; 1020] eV are shown in Fig. 2.3. From the knee to the second knee a
transition from light to heavy elements can be seen. Between the second knee and the
ankle again a decreasing of the heaviness is observed. Above 1018:6 eV an increase of
the average mass is seen by the Pierre Auger Collaboration. Regarding the fluctuation
(Xmax) a narrowing is observed for energies up to 1020 eV. The results of the HiRES
experiment [29] however indicate a remaining light composition up to the highest
energies.
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Figure 2.3: Average depth of the shower maximum Xmax as a function of primary
energy as measured by diﬀerent experiments taken from [30].
A more detailed description of current Xmax measurements of the Pierre Auger
Observatory that will be used in this thesis is given in Sec. 3.3.2.
2.1.4 Search for an Anisotropy in the Arrival Directions of
UHECR
Cosmic rays are expected to undergo significant deflections in the galactic and extra-
galactic magnetic fields and hence a direct identification of sources is not possible.
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This challenges diﬀerent analysis aimed on the directional information of cosmic rays
in diﬀerent energy ranges.
The Lamor radius of cosmic rays below 1017 eV is at the same scale as the variation
of the turbulent galactic magnetic field. Therefore, propagation of galactic cosmic rays
can be described as a random walk and the diﬀusion-approximation can be used.
For this energy range the Tibet Air-Shower experiment [31] in the northern hemi-
sphere reported a large scale anisotropy for energies from a few to a few hundred TeV
and angular scales of 60 and above. This signal is also confirmed by Milagro [32] and
IceTop [33, 34] in the southern hemisphere. The signal even remain for PeV energies
although the structure of the anisotropy changes with energy. This could be a hint of
individual distributions of sources and also individual energy spectra.
Ultra high energetic neutrons should survive significant distances in our galaxy
before they decay. Following this motivation a stacking analysis is performed by the
Pierre Auger Collaboration [35] with bright galactic gamma ray sources detected by
the Fermi-Lat and the H.E.S.S. experiment. In both cases no significant excess is
found.
For higher energies the deflection in galactic and extragalactic magnetic fields should
decrease to the level of a few degree so that source identification should start to be
possible. In Sec. 3.3.5 several analyses from the Pierre Auger Observatory aiming at
the highest cosmic ray energies are presented.
2.1.5 Origin of Cosmic Rays
Since the discovery of cosmic rays diﬀerent models were developed to explain possible
acceleration mechanisms. Here, the prevailing theories are introduced and astronomi-
cal candidates for possible sources of UHECR are discussed. A more detailed review
is given in [36].
Acceleration Mechanisms
Conceptually, one distinguishes between ‘top-down’ and ‘bottom-up’ models. In the
top-down models cosmic rays are results of the decay of super-massive relic particles
with masses > 1020 eV. The most prominent models for the origin of relic particles
are topological defects [37, 38], super heavy dark matter [39, 40] and the Z-Burst
model [41, 42]. These models have the advantage of not demanding any acceleration
process as the cosmic rays are directly produced with the desired energies by the decay
of the massive particles. But these models are by now disfavoured as they would
produce high UHE photon fluxes. Predictions for these photon fluxes are already
excluded by the experimental photon flux limits [43, 44]. In the bottom-up models
low energy charged particles are accelerated up to UHE ranges. In the following two
types of mechanism are discussed.
One Shot Acceleration The ‘one shot’ mechanism directly accelerates charged par-
ticles by altering electric fields and was introduced by W.F. Swann in 1933 [45]. This
8
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phenomena could for example take place on the surface of the sun or other stars. To
reach ultra high energies the electric fields in pulsars or active galactic nuclei could
be suﬃcient. This theory is not widely favoured, as the high energy density of the
proposed acceleration regions should also causes high energy losses and the observed
power law spectrum can not be reproduced easily by this mechanism. Also the needed
electrical potential diﬀerences would vanish too quickly due to self-induced plasma
motion.
Stochastic Acceleration A statistical acceleration generated by encounters of charged
particles with a moving magnetized media like magnetic clouds is favoured as many
suitable sites exists and a power law is yield as measured experimentally. In this para-
graph the properties of this acceleration process are presented. A detailed derivation
of this results can for example be found in [46].
In every encounter a test particle with energy E experience an energy gain of E =
E. Starting with an energy E0 after n encounters the resulting energy En is given by
En = E0(1 + )
n
which yields
n =
ln(En=E0)
ln(1 + )
:
Given the probability Pesc to escape the acceleration region after every encounter
results in the number of cosmic rays remaining after n encounters of (1  Pesc)n. This
yields the number of particles with energies above En to
N(> En) /
1X
m=n
(1  Pesc)m = 1
Pesc

En
E0
 
with
 =
ln(1=(1  Pesc))
ln(1 + )
 Pesc

:
Hence, a power law energy spectrum is obtained with a spectral index that depends on
the details of the mechanism and the conditions of the acceleration site. In particular,
stochastic acceleration at two astrophysical environments are discussed.
 Second order Fermi acceleration Already in 1949 Enrico Fermi [47] pro-
posed acceleration of particles by encounters with moving magnetized clouds of
plasma. After the particle enters the cloud it would undergo diﬀusive movements
and thus the average particle movement aligns to the movement of the cloud.
Depending of the relative direction of the incoming particle to the direction of
the cloud, the particle gains or loses energy after the encounter. As head-on colli-
sions appear more frequently than tail-on collisions the particle is accelerated on
average. Detailed calculations including the Lorentz transformation between the
laboratory frame and the rest frame of the cloud and averaging over all incident
angle of the particle yields for the fractional energy change
9
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 =
E
E
/ 2:
This mechanism is named ‘second order Fermi acceleration’ because the energy
gain per encounter is proportional to the second power of the velocity in units of
the speed of light, . Regarding a reasonable velocity of  < 0:1 in combination
with the large distances between the encounters results in a long time scale for
this mechanism.
 First order Fermi acceleration On the search for a more eﬃcient acceleration
method a mechanism was proposed during the 70’s that focused on statistic
acceleration in the special surrounding of plane wave fronts [48]. This shock
front divides two regions with unshocked or ‘upstream’ region from a shocked or
‘downstream’ region. The shock front propagates with a velocity  ~u2 and the
shocked gas departs after the shock from the front with the velocity ~u1 where
j~u2j > j~u1j is given. In the laboratory frame the downstream region still moves
in direction to the shock front with V =  ~u2 + ~u1. Particle crossing the front
from both sides can undergo diﬀusive scattering in the magnetized plasma and
can eventually again cross the shock front. The advantage in respect to the
second order mechanism is that always head-on collisions take place. Hence, the
fractional energy change is
 / 
where  is the velocity of the downstream plasma in the laboratory frame in units
of the speed of light. The energy gain per encounter is proportional to  and
therefore enables a more eﬃcient acceleration and gives the name ‘first order
Fermi acceleration’. It can be shown, that for strong shocks this mechanism
yields a E 2 energy spectrum [49].
Source Requirements
A potential acceleration site for cosmic rays have to confine the particles up to the
desired energies. For this reason the magnetic fields B and the extension of the object
have to meet some requirements depending on the desired maximum energy Emax and
the electric charge Z of the particle. Requiring the size of the site R to be larger than
twice the Larmor radius of the cosmic ray particle and taking into account the velocity
of the scattering centre in case of a statistical acceleration one obtains the condition
B
10 6G

R
1 pc

> 2

Emax
1015 eV

(Z) 1:
Emax
1015 eV

 Z

B
10 6G

R
1 pc

as derived in [51].
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Figure 2.4: An updated overview of the size and magnetic field strength of diﬀerent
UHECR source candidates from [50]. The blue and the red line marks the
minimal requirements to achieve a maximum energy of 1020 eV for a cosmic
ray proton or iron, respectively.
These equations also hold for the one shot acceleration in electric fields which arises
from rotation of magnetic fields, B. For this case the rotating velocity  = !R
c
and
the size of the rotation region R have to be considered. A graphical representation
of R vs. B for diﬀerent UHECR source candidates along with the required range
of parameters to enable a maximum energy of 1020 eV is displayed in Fig. 2.4 as
originally introduced by Hillas [51]. The region above the blue and red line shows
the required R-B combinations to achieve a maximum energy of 1020 eV for a cosmic
ray proton or iron nuclei, respectively. Here the most optimistic case of  = 1 is
assumed. More realistic lower velocities of the scatter centres or rotation seed of
magnetic fields would push the allowed region further to the upper right corner of the
plot. The best candidates from this diagram are neutron stars, active galactic nuclei
and their surroundings and accretion shocks in the intergalactic medium. This is only
a necessary criterion and also other requirements have to be fulfilled by the candidates
to ensure cosmic ray acceleration.
Candidates for UHECR Sources
In the following the most promising candidates for acceleration sites are introduced.
A more detailed overview is given for example in [52].
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Figure 2.5: AGN unification scheme (taken from [53], originally from [54])
Active Galactic Nuclei Very promising candidates are galaxies which inhabit ex-
tremely luminous central regions called active galactic nucleus (AGN). Initially, AGN
galaxies which make up about 10% of all galaxies, were divided in several subtypes
related to their observational characteristics. Finally, an AGN unification model
emerged, explaining most of the subtypes by diﬀerent viewing angles of the observer
relative to the galactic disk of the AGN which obscured diﬀerent parts of the galaxy
as sketched in Fig. 2.5. In addition, the AGNs can be divided by their radio emission
in ‘radio quiet’ and ‘radio loud’ AGN. The latter providing 15% to 20% of all AGN
is the most interesting subtype for a cosmic ray acceleration site.
In the centre of the AGN is a fast rotating very massive black whole that accretes
matter from a surrounded disk structure in the plane of the galaxy called the accretion
disk. Next to the galactic plane and close to the centre of the AGN lies the broad-line
region (BLR) consisting of heated optically thick clouds of gas emitting radiation in
form of a line spectrum. It is suggested that these clouds orbit the central region which
yield a broadening of the emission lines. The BLR is surrounded by an optical thick
torus of gas and dust which obscures the emission from the BLR for low viewing angles
relative to the galactic plane. Outside the torus a more or less spherical distribution of
also clumpy clouds is assumed, which is named the narrow-line region (NLR). Having
roughly the same temperature as the BLR, the absence of the orbital motion results
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in narrow emission lines from this region. If the viewing angle is near the galactic disk
the BLR is hidden and only narrow emission lines are seen in the spectrum as in case of
Seyfert 2 galaxies and narrow line radio galaxies (NLRG). Using an older classification
scheme for radio galaxies these galaxies would corresponds to the Fanaroﬀ-Riley I
(FRI) type galaxies [55]. For a higher viewing angle also the BLR is visible which
results in Seyfert 1 galaxies and broad line region radio galaxies which would also
correspond to the Fanaroﬀ-Riley type II galaxies (FRII). If the observational direction
is perpendicular to the galactic disk the bright central region is directly seen. This
corresponds to the radio loud quasi stellar objects (quasars) and radio quiet quasi
stellar objects (QSO).
Radio loud AGNs eject jets from the central region containing relativistic particles,
plasma and the therein confined magnetic fields. The jets are generated by magneto-
hydrodynamic processes during the accretion of the matter through the rotating black
whole. The matter along with the confined magnetic field rotates with the black whole
which is called frame dragging. Magnetic fields with opposite polarization overlap and
annihilate. Therefore the magnetic energy can be transferred into kinetic energies of
the plasma. A similar magnetic reconnection procedure is for example used to explain
the formation of solar winds. The ejection of the plasma is pulsed and causes so called
blobs or knots causing short active periods called flares followed by longer rest periods.
BL-Lacertae (BL Lac) objects which show highly polarized and variable spectra
may be AGN where we directly look into the direction of the jet. Also a combination
of the properties of quasars and BL Lac galaxies exists which are called blazars.
The radio signal from these galaxies stem from relativistic electron in the jets doing
synchrotron radiation by movements in the magnetic fields. When the matter in the
jets hit the inter cluster medium or remnants of previous ejection shock waves can
be produced. This could be an explanation of high radio intensity regions called
the hot spots observed in some AGN jets. With further propagating into the inter
galactic space the particles cool down by synchrotron radiation submitting further
radio emission and filling fast areas which then are called radio lobes. These radio lobes
are also regions of termination shocks. The acceleration of cosmic rays is proposed in
the central region, the jets, the hot spots and the lobes of AGN [36]. But the central
region is disfavoured for the acceleration to ultra high energies as high energy losses
are expected by interaction with the high photon density [56].
Beside the radio luminosity, AGN diﬀer in the mass of the central black hole which
yields a variation of the total luminosity.
Pulsars Another very promising candidate for cosmic ray sources are fast rotating
neutron stars which are called pulsars and are described in [57]. Neutron stars are
mainly made out of neutrons but they have a crust consisting of protons, heavy ions
and electrons [58]. The fast rotation of the giant magnetic fields of B  1011G or even
B  1014G for so called magnetars induces electric fields that could accelerate charged
particles to cosmic ray energies. The capability to accelerate particles up to energies
of 1020 eV only exists during the first days after formation of the magnetar after which
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the rotation speed significantly decreases allowing only maximum cosmic ray energies
of several EeV. As one possible site for non Fermi like acceleration much harder energy
spectra as dN=dE / E 1 are possible as shown for example in [59]. Accounting for
the abundance and energy output of magnetars it would be suﬃcient if 10% of them
would accelerate cosmic rays to energies of 1020 eV, to realize the observed UHECR
flux.
Gamma Ray Burst Gamma ray bursts (GRBs) are the most luminous electromag-
netic events in the universe appearing only for small periods from 30ms up to 100 s
roughly once a day. These phenomena originate from massive explosions which also
lead to a formation of multiple shock regions. Statistic acceleration in these shocks as
shown for example in [60, 61] could possibly yield cosmic ray energies up to 1020 eV.
The transient nature of the GRB could be one possible explanation for the lack of
correlation of the highest energetic measured cosmic rays with source candidate cata-
logues. One weak point of this candidate is their need of a high GRB activity as most
GRB are measured from distant galaxies with z>1.
Gravitational Accretion Shocks A possible acceleration in large scale structures
as galaxy clusters, filaments and galaxy walls is discussed for example in [50]. The
gravitational structure formation on these large scales could cause shocks in the inter
cluster medium and in the filaments with extensions up to 1–10Mpc and a speed of
few thousand km/s. The magnetic field of G order allow to confine charged particles
up to 1020 eV. Calculations show that protons could be accelerated up to energies of a
few times 1019 eV in such shocks [62].
Starburst Regions Starburst galaxies are in a stage of strong star formation periods.
They also inhabit a large amount of giant stars and have consequently a high supernova
rate. These starburst regions emit a wind of plasma that produces strong termination
shocks at the outer regions of the galaxies. The time a galaxy stays in this stage
is less than  108 yr and the number density of galaxies that hosted a starburst in
the last 1Gyr is 10 4Mpc 3 [63]. These starburst galaxies are also suggested to be
sources of UHECR [64]. The acceleration is proposed to be performed in a two step
procedure. At first, particles are accelerated in supernova remnants up to energies
of 1015 eV. These cosmic rays leave quickly the starburst region through a convective
transport by the wind instead of a slower diﬀusion, which would cause disintegration.
The second acceleration to ultra-high energies occurs then in the termination shocks.
2.1.6 Source Evolution
The density  of the general matter density as well as the density of potential cosmic
ray source candidates have been passed through an evolution with redshift, z. The
mass density in general is traced by measurements of the star formation rate (SFR)
as done by [66, 67]. The emissivity increases with (1 + z)3:4 for z < 1 followed by a
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quasars
Figure 2.6: Evolution of the co-moving density with redshift for diﬀerent astrophysical
objects slightly modified from Kotera et al. [65]. Two diﬀerent versions of
the evolution of the star formation rate SFRI [66] and SFRII [67], two
versions of the rate of gamma ray bursts GRBI and GRBII [68] and the
evolution of quasars [69] are shown.
nearly flat region with (1 + z) 0:3 between 1  z  4 and a decrease with (1 + z) 3:5
for z  4 [67]. Pulsars and star burst galaxies follow this general evolution as used for
example in [70] and [71]. GRB show a departure from the evolution seen from SFR
especially for higher z, where still an increase is seen in case of GRB [72, 68, 73, 74].
In [68] for example two diﬀerent models are parametrized with (1 + 8z)=(1 + (z=3)1:3)
(GRB1) and (1 + 11z)=(1 + (z=3)0:5) (GRB2). The evolution of the density with
redshift of radio loud AGN galaxies shows even stronger increase for small z compared
to SFR and GRB. Especially for quasars (in [69] denoted as FRII galaxies) this yields
the parametrization log _ = 2:7z +1:45z2 +0:18z3  0:01z4 from [69]. Fig.2.6 shows a
comparison of the density evolution with z for the diﬀerent astrophysical objects taken
from [65]. Here, also a uniform distribution is displayed which is in general disfavoured.
Even though in [75] this evolution is discussed for the case of FRI galaxies.
2.2 Extragalactic Magnetic Fields
Observations show magnetic fields of diﬀerent strength in the Universe in huge struc-
tures like in galaxy clusters (a few G) [76] and filament of superclusters [77].
Theoretical models for the origin of these fields exist, which describe the formation as
a combination of two processes. At first, a primary seed field is needed. Candidates for
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these seeds are primordial magnetic fields produced for example during the electroweak
phase transition right after the big bang or fields produced through cluster acceleration
shocks in the so called Biermann battery eﬀect [78]. Once such a seed exists it can be
amplified through magnetohydrodynamical processes during the large scale structure
formation processes of the Universe in which galaxies, galaxy clusters and superclusters
were formed. This could for example explain the fields measured in galaxy clusters.
For the propagation of cosmic rays in particular the spaces between superclusters,
the so called voids, are important. As magnetic field measurements of this regions
were not successful yet, numeric simulations of the large scale structure formation of
the Universe can supply predictions for magnetic fields in this regions as for example
in [79, 80, 81, 82, 83].
In this thesis, one model with strong magnetic field strength by Miniati et al. [84]
and one with weaker fields by Dolag et al. [81] are used.
In [84] the hydrodynamical flow of dark matter and baryonic gas is calculated along
with the passive magnetic fields. The expected magnetic fields of up to G are as-
sumed not to eﬀect the dynamics of large scale structures and hence their influence is
neglected. For this simulation an Eulerian grid based total hydro + N-body code [85]
with box size of 50h 167 Mpc, a dark matter component described by 2563 particles
and a gas component on a comoving grid of 5123 zones are used. This results in a
fixed resolution in the whole simulation box. The simulation starts at z ' 60 with a
zero magnetic field after which the seed fields are generated at cosmic shocks by the
Biermann battery eﬀect [78]. The large scale structure are not connected to the real
Universe although this magnetic field is good to study the statistical properties of the
UHECR propagation. The initial distribution of these seeds are chosen arbitrarily so
that the localisation of the magnetic field structure in the end have no correlation with
the real Universe. But the strength and structure should be realistic. The simulation
predicts magnetic fields in the voids of the order of 10 fG and an average field in the
whole simulated space of the order of 10 nG [79].
In [81] a smoothed-particle-hydrodynamic method is used to simulate large scale
structure formation. In this grid free Lagrangian method an adaptive resolution is
possible which improves the description especially in the galaxy cluster regions. The
simulation is constrained by the large scale structure of the nearby Universe within
110Mpc around the Milky Way. The whole simulation is performed in a periodic box
with 343Mpc edge length where the region outside the constrained volume is filled
with low resolution dark matter to take into account the long range gravitational
forces. A homogeneous seed field is assumed which is justified by previous results from
simulations of galaxy clusters with a uniform seed field that show good agreement with
data. Back-reactions of the magnetic field on the ionized gas is taken into account.
In [84] about 10% of the volume contains a magnetic field with 10 9G and a fraction
of 10 3 a field above 10 6G, whereas in the predictions from [81] the corresponding
proportions of the space account < 10 4 and 3  10 6, respectively. This diﬀerences
have a severe impact on the deflection of cosmic rays and stem most probably mainly
from the diﬀerences in the simulation methods as already stated in [84].
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2.3 Galactic Magnetic Field
Also in our galaxy magnetic fields are omnipresent in small constrained regions like
around stars, supernova remnants or pulsars as well as on large scales in the interstel-
lar medium where it’s strength ranges from  1G to  10G [86]. The knowledge
of these magnetic fields mainly stems from Faraday rotation measurements and syn-
chrotron radiation, which both are measured as integrated value in line-of-sight. As no
in situ measurements are available, models of the magnetic field in our galaxy have to
be applied to the data to interfere the magnetic field map of our galaxy. In this thesis,
the model from Janson and Farrar [87, 88] is used as it shows an improved agreement
with galactic magnetic field data compared to other models as given in [89, 90, 91].
This model is made up of three diﬀerent components that belong to diﬀerent physical
origins. On the large scale, a regular field exists which is supplemented by a small scale
random field with coherence length of 100 pc which is caused by diﬀerent phenomena
as for example supernova outflows. The third component is the striated random field
which is aligned along some particular axis on large scale but varies in strength and
sign on small scales. These fields have their origin in the levitation of bubbles of hot
plasma which contain random magnetic fields.
Further the GMF model is composed of a galactic disk component and a halo com-
ponent, where the halo itself consists of a toroidal Halo component and a so called
out-of-plane component. The latter is also called X-shaped component and is partly
motivated by X-shaped structures seen in the radio measurements. This model has a
large number of free parameters which are used to optimize the model to over 40000
extragalactic rotation measures and the WMAP7 galactic synchrotron map.
The deflection in galactic magnetic fields is applied to the directions of the simulated
cosmic rays from 3d simulations by using the so called ‘magnetic’ lenses which have
been introduced in the PARSEC simulation engine [92], but can be used also in other
simulation frameworks. In the lensing approach, the arrival directions n on the surface
of a sphere around our galaxy and the directions m at the observer are pixelised for
this purpose. For the observer only the position inside the galaxy and the direction
of the incoming particle are relevant. The position on the surface of the observer can
be neglected as regarding the small size of the Earth compared to the galaxy. The
same is also presumed for the galaxy, which is justified compared to the intergalactic
distances assumed for UHECR propagation. Because of this, the arrival directions at
the edge of our galaxy are averaged over all points of entry on the galactic surface.
In conclusion, one direction n can be observed in diﬀerent directions at the observer.
Backtracking simulations in galactic magnetic field models are used to derive the
transition probability lm;n from one direction n to one direction m for diﬀerent energy
bins i. The matrix Li is build up of these lm;n and represents the galactic lens for
an energy bin Ei. Assuming a vector pieg consisting of j components which are the
probabilities of the extragalactic arrival direction (; )j at one energy Ei. Li can
now be used to convert pieg to an according vector pi0bs at the observer executing the
matrix multiplication
Li  pieg = piobs:
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Additionally, the normalisation
Li =
1
maxk~Lik1
~Li
is applied to avoid the deformation of the energy spectrum. ~Li is here the matrix that
is directly derived from backtracking of isotropic directions from the observer. Due to
the small propagation distance inside the galaxy no energy loss processes have to be
taken into account.
2.4 Propagation of UHECR
2.4.1 Interactions with the Photon Background
UHECRs experience various interactions on their way from their sources to Earth. Nu-
cleons above the energy threshold of 1018 eV lose energy due to production of e - e+
pairs in interactions with photons from the cosmic microwave background (CMB) [93].
Nucleons with energies above 7  1019 eV also lose energy by producing pions in inter-
actions with CMB. This was predicted by Greisen [23] and independently Zatsepin
and Kuzmin [24] in 1966 and therefore called is GZK-eﬀect. The cross section for
this photo-pion production increases strongly at the +(1232) resonance. In case of
a proton, the process can be described as
p+ b ! +(1232)! p+ 0
! n+ +:
For higher energies also further baryonic resonances like (1620) and (1700) and
further processes like
p+ b ! ++ +   ! p+ + +  
become possible. These interaction also take place with the infrared background field
where the higher energy of the photons causes a significant contribution at lower
nuclei energies as for the CMB interactions as displayed in the left plot of Fig. 2.7. A
significant role of the pion production on the infrared background is given for nucleon
energies between 1017 eV and 5  1019 eV.
As nucleons, also nuclei lose energy by pair production. Whereas the GZK-eﬀect
leads to photodisintegration of the nuclei due to several processes. In the right plot
of Fig. 2.7 the cross section for the diﬀerent GZK interaction processes are shown for
iron nuclei. At low energies Giant dipole resonances (GDR) dominate which are a
collective excitations of the whole nucleus. The photon energy E in the rest frame of
the nucleus have to be in the range 10 50MeV. The main decay channel is the emission
of one nucleon. The emission of  particle or 2, 3 and 4 nucleons are also significant
for some nuclei. At higher energies of the nuclei corresponding to E ' 30MeV the
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Figure 2.7: Left: Energy loss length of protons for diﬀerent interaction processes [93].
Right: Diﬀerent cross sections for iron [93].
quasi-deuteron (QD) process is in the order of the GDR are and starts to dominate at
higher energies. In this process the incoming photon interacts with a proton-neutron
pair. The QD process mainly emits multiple nucleons. Above 150MeV photon energy
in the rest frame of the nucleus, which corresponds to 5  1021 eV in the lab frame for
a iron interacting with the CMB, the photopion production, also known as baryonic
resonance (BR) becomes dominant. Besides the pion which can also be absorbed
inside the nucleus, several nucleons are emitted in this interaction. E > 1GeV
corresponds to nuclei energies well above 1021 eV even for protons and hence have not
to be considered for UHECR propagation. In the left plot of Fig. 2.8 one can see that
the minimal energy loss length of nuclei is well below that of protons. Only iron nuclei
have an energy loss length in the order of the protons at least in the energy range
below 1020:4 eV. This results in higher stability of iron nuclei compared to other nuclei.
Regarding the energy evolution of the energy loss length a first drop at A  1018 eV
due to a combination of photodisintegration on far-infrared and pair production on
the CMB can be seen in the right plot in Fig. 2.8. At A 4  1018 eV the second steep
decrease due to photodisintegration on the CMB is visible. This predicted steepening
at the highest energies is also called GZK-suppression. As described in Sec. 2.1.2, such
a behavior is seen in the measurements of the HiRes experiment [94] and The Pierre
Auger Observatory [95]. But this is not a clear proof of the GZK-suppression, because
also other explanations of the observed steepening exists like the exhaustion of the
acceleration processes. This will be further discussed in Sec. 5.2.4.
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Figure 2.8: Left: Energy loss length for diﬀerent nuclei [93]. Right: Energy loss
length for iron nuclei showing the diﬀerent subprocesses and photon back-
ground fields in dependence of the Lorentz factor   [93].
2.4.2 Ultra High Energetic Photon Production and
Propagation
Photons with energies ranging from radio waves over infrared, optical, ultraviolet, x-
rays up to gamma rays are the main messenger of the universe. At the high energy end,
gamma rays up to 1014 eV have been observed with atmospheric Cerenkov telescopes in
recent years [97]. Large area cosmic ray experiments like the Pierre Auger Observatory
allow to search for photons exceeding energies of 1018 eV. These photons are predicted
from diﬀerent production mechanisms of cosmic rays. In most models, photon pairs are
produced in decays of UHE neutral pions originating from primary processes as stated
in Sec. 2.1.5 and Sec. 2.4.1. The photons produced in the decay of the pion have a factor
of  10 times [96] lower energy than the cosmic ray nucleon from which it originates.
In the Z-burst model [41, 42] UHE neutrinos annihilate on relic neutrinos leading to
resonant production of Z-bosons which then decay into photons and neutrinos.
Once produced, these UHE-photons can generate electromagnetic cascades by in-
teracting with the low energy photon background b. High energy photons produce
multiple electrons and positrons, which again produce high energetic photons by in-
verse Compton scattering. These new photons again produce higher energetic electrons
and positrons and the cascade continues. In these electromagnetic cascades, the pho-
tons lose energy until their energy falls in the GeV to TeV region, where the universe
becomes transparent for photons, as can be seen in Fig. 2.9. The relevant interaction
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Figure 2.9: Energy loss length of photons, protons and iron[96].
for this cascades are
pair production  + b ! e+ + e 
double pair production  + b ! e+ + e  + e+ + e 
inverse Compton scattering e+ b ! e+ 
triplet pair production e+ b ! e+ e+ + e 
The electron-positron component of the electromagnetic cascade also loses energy
by synchrotron radiation in extragalactic magnetic fields. The photons produced in
this process again can enter the electromagnetic cascade.
Also minor contribution of photons from interaction of cosmic rays with matter
directly at the sources could be possible as described in [98].
2.4.3 Ultra High Energy Neutrino Production and Propagation
Observing cosmic rays in the UHE regime also give reasons to expect neutrinos with
nearly the same energies [99]. The source of these neutrino fluxes should be similar to
the one of UHE photons as introduced in the previous section. A direct production in
the vicinity of the cosmic ray sources is expected in the interactions of UHE nucleons
and nuclei with matter and radiation in this environment. The pion originated in these
processes have the neutrinos as decay products. The already mentioned GZK-eﬀect
that also should produce UHE photons also leads to UHE-neutrinos from the cosmic
ray propagation. Once the neutrinos are produced they should reach Earth without
disturbance due to the low interaction cross section.
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2.4.4 Cosmological Eﬀects
The expansion of the universe has influence on the emission and propagation of cos-
mic rays. Four eﬀects are sketched in the following. A flat universe with a CDM
cosmology with the Hubble parameter
H(z) = H0
q
(
m;0(1 + z)
3 + 
;0)
as given for example in [36] is assumed. In this work the following values are used for
the dark matter density 
;0 = 0:7, the matter density 
m;0 = 0:3 and the Hubble
constant H0 = 0:72  100 km s 1Mpc 1 as measured by the WMAP satellite [100].
In Sec. 2.1.6 it was already pointed out that the density of potential sources related
to the comoving volumes evolves with the redshift z due to the formations of these
sources. In addition the source density also increases as the space shrinks with z. The
second influence of the expansion of the universe is the increase of the time interval
between two events with time. Conclusively, the observed luminosity (L(z)) of distant
sources that emitted a luminosity L0 at redshift z also decreases with L(z) = L0=(1+z).
The third point is the energy loss due to adiabatic expansion of the universe which
can be described with E(z) = (1 + z)E(z = 0). This leads to an adiabatic energy loss
length of Lad = cH(z) .
And finally also the density n of the photon background at energy  at z increases
due to the smaller volume compared to the density at z = 0 with
n(; z) = (1 + z)2n


1 + z
; z = 0

This decreases especially the interaction length  for the diﬀerent interactions of the
cosmic rays with the photon background and so translates into
 1(E; z) = (1 + z)3 1((1 + z)E; z = 0)[2]
For the infrared, ultraviolet, visible and the radio background the production of these
backgrounds itself has to be considered in addition, which counteracts the eﬀect from
the expansion.
2.5 The Development of Air Showers
In Sec. 2.1.2 it is described that the cosmic ray flux at the highest energies is too low
for direct measurements but their energy is suﬃcient to create particle cascades that
can be measured at ground level. Every single cosmic ray that hits the molecules
at the top of the Earth atmosphere causes these cascades which are called ‘extensive
air showers’. For example one vertical cosmic ray proton with the energy of 1019 eV
would yield a foot print at sea-level with 1010 secondary particles which extents over
several kilometres [103]. The cascade of secondaries propagates with nearly speed
of light in a so called ‘shower front’ which has a thickness in the order of meters as
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Figure 2.10: Left: Sketch of the geometry of an extensive air shower. Right: Main
processes in the development of air showers separated by component.
Taken from [101] and originally from [102]
sketched in Fig 2.10. The processes in air showers are divided into three components to
handle their complexity. These are the electromagnetic, the hadronic, and the muonic
component by taking into account the individual interactions. The development of the
first two components basically determine the development of the whole shower and
will be discussed in the following. Once produced, muons and neutrinos in showers
with a zenith angle up to  = 80 do not interact or decay over the time scale of the
shower development.
2.5.1 Electromagnetic Cascade
Electromagnetic cascades contain electrons, positrons and photons. For the basic
understanding of the development of electromagnetic cascades an analytic model has
been introduced by Heitler [104]. In this model, only bremsstrahlung for electrons and
positrons and pair production for photons are considered, assuming equal cross section
independent from the energy for both interactions. The interplay of these two processes
leads to the cascade having the particle number after n propagated interaction length
of N = 2n. The energy of the parent particle is evenly distributed between the two
child particles in each step which leads to an average energy of En = E0=N per particle
in the cascade after n steps assuming the first particle starts with the energy E0. Below
the critical energy of Ec  80MeV the ionization dominates over the bremsstrahlung
which stops the cascade as the photons from the ionization process have not suﬃcient
energy for pair production.
This model is obviously not accurate as it neglects other interaction as for example
multiple photon production due to bremstrahlung and also overestimated the electron
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interaction length. In comparison with simulations [101] it is shown that for example
the maximum number of particles at the end of the cascade are overestimated by a
factor of two to three. This model also leads to two times more electrons than photons,
although some simulations show six times more photons than electrons.
Nevertheless this simple model provides a fundamental understanding of the air
shower and can also predict important properties as the maximum number of particles
at the shower maximum which is proportional to the primary energy
Nmax / E0
Ec
:
Important is the corresponding slant-depth Xmax = nXmaxd+X0 at the shower maxi-
mum which is reached after nXmax interactions each after a length d from the beginning
depth X0. Having d = r ln(2) with the radiation length r = 37 gcm 2 this results in
Xemmax = X0 + r ln

E0
Ec

:
2.5.2 Hadronic Air Showers
A similar approach as chosen for the electromagnetic one is used for the model of
hadronic cascades. Again a constant distance between interactions is chosen with
d = I ln(2) using the interaction length I = 120 gcm 2 which is assumed constant
for all particles. In every interaction Ntot secondaries are produced distributing the
primary energy of the parent particle evenly to these products. Here only charged
and uncharged pions are considered with an ratio of  2 resulting from the fact
that pions form an isospin triplet under the strong interaction. The neutral pions
decay in two photons which immediately starts an electromagnetic cascade whereas
the charged pions continue the hadronic cascade. Hence, after each interaction one
third of the energy is transferred to the electromagnetic component. For energies above
1014 eV more than five interactions occur in average and hence nearly all energy is
transferred to the electromagnetic component. The cascade proceeds until the energy
of the charged pions drops below the critical energy of EHc = 20GeV. Again, this
simple model allows to draw conclusions that are confirmed by detailed simulations.
Assuming that every charged pion produces one muon, the dependence of the number
of muons at the shower maximum from the energy of the initial particle and the
multiplicity of the charged pions Nch is given by
Nmax =

E0
EHc

with  = ln(Nch)
ln(3=2Nch)
. Nuclei are treated as a superposition of A nucleons each with a
energy of E0=A which gives the result
Nmax = A

E0=A
EHc

=

E0
EHc

A1 :
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Also the fraction of the total energy dedicated to the electromagnetic part Eem of the
air shower can be derived from this model. As the energy in the hardronic part of the
air shower is calculated to EH = Nmax EHc one gets
Eem
E0
= 1 

E0
EHc
 1
A1 :
The atmospheric depth of the hadronic shower maximum can be approximated by
the one of the electromagnetic shower initiated after the first interaction. Hence, the
additional hadronic interaction length and the distribution of the primary energy have
to be considered and yield for a nucleon primary
Xhadmax(E)  had +Xemmax

E
Ntot

:
Air showers triggered by a nucleus will not change the total number of particles in the
shower maximum compared to pure electromagnetic showers, as the amount of energy
for particle production stays the same. But the number of muons in the shower
maximum and the atmospheric depth of this is altered for nuclei
NA  A1 Nhad ;
respectively
Xmax  Xhadmax(E=A) = Xhadmax(E)  r log2(A):
The superposition model also suggested that the shower to shower fluctuation of the
Xmax should be reduced with increasing mass by the relation
(Xmax)  1=
p
A
compared to protons.
2.6 Parametrization of the hXmaxi and (Xmax)
In Sec. 2.5 it is introduced that the mean value of the depth of the shower maximum
hXmaxi and the standard deviation for the shower to shower fluctuation (Xmax) can
be used as a measure of the mass of the primary cosmic ray particle on top of the
Earth atmosphere. For the translation of Xmax measurements into the information of
the primary particle mass and vice versa the interactions in the atmosphere have to be
considered. An interpolation of the hadronic interaction cross sections to the energies
relevant in air showers are necessary as only data from particle accelerators at lower
energies are available. For this purpose, simulations of the air shower development
are usually performed with a variety of diﬀerent models for the interpolation of the
hadronic interaction, which is a source of uncertainty.
In this thesis the calculation of hXmaxi and (Xmax) from the mass number received
from the simulations is done by the parametrizations derived in [105, 95]. These
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parametrizations are based on the generalized Heitler model for extensive air showers
as given in [106]. The parameters are derived by air shower simulations performed
with the CONEX [107] code for diﬀerent hadronic interaction models.
For the mean of the shower maximum one gets
hXmaxi = hXmaxip + fEhlnAi
with
fE =    D
ln(10)
+   log10

E
E0

and
hXmaxip = X0 +D log10

E
E0

:
The dispersion of the maximum of shower depth is given by
(Xmax) =
q
h2shi+ f 2E2lnA
with
h2shi = 2p[1 + ahlnAi+ bh(lnA)2i]
2p = p0 + p1 log10

E
E0

+ p2

log10

E
E0
2
a = a0 + a1 log10

E
E0

:
The mean depth for proton showers X0 at the reference energy E0 = 1019 eV, the
elongation length D, and the parameters , , p0, p1, p2, a0, a1 and b are obtained for
diﬀerent hadronic interaction models as given tables in [105, 95].
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The Pierre Auger Observatory [109] is currently the largest experiment dedicated
to measure cosmic rays at the highest energies. The observatory is located in the
Pampa Amarilla in the south of the Province of Mendoza in Argentina near the city of
Malargüe at an altitude of about 1300–1400m. It combines two established techniques
for ground based cosmic ray observation. Experiments with only one of these two
techniques already supply important contributions to the understanding of cosmic
Figure 3.1: Map of the Pierre auger Observatory [108]. The area with the dots indicate
the surface station. The position and field of view of the four fluorescence
telescope sites Coihueco, Los Leones, Los Morados and Loma Amarilla as
well as additional facilities are marked.
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rays, but also introduced some controversies. These concerns let Jim Cronin and Allen
Watson came up with a proposal in 1991 to construct the Pierre Auger Observatory
which now combined the benefits of both techniques to start a hybrid era of air shower
detection.
The first component is called ‘surface detector’ (SD) and consists of 1600 water
Cherenkov stations arranged in an hexagonal grid with a station to station distance
of 1.5 km covering an area of 3000 km2 which is used to measure events with energies
above 3  1018 eV [110]. Additionally, a more dense grid with a 750m spacing con-
sisting of 60 stations is used which reduces the threshold for this part of the array
to 3  1017 eV [95]. The SD component measures the ‘foot print’ of an extensive air
shower on the ground which is build up of secondary particles as described in Sec. 2.5.
The advantage of the SD is the high amount of events gathered because of the large
extension of the array and a theoretical duty cycle of 100%. But to get the energy
estimation one has to rely on simulations that depend on extrapolations of hadronic
interaction models which are subject to large uncertainties as already mentioned.
The second component, called the ‘fluorescence detector’ (FD) is built out of 24
telescopes positioned at four sites surrounding the area covered by the SD stations as
can be seen in Fig. 3.1. The FD is able to measure the full longitudinal development of
the air shower by the observation of the ultraviolet fluorescence light emitted by nitro-
gen molecules exited by the electrons of the air shower. The benefits are the absolute
energy calibration and the direct measurement of the shower maximum that enables
composition measurements as described in Sec. 3.3.2. However, the FD telescopes are
only able to operate in clear moonless nights reducing the duty cycle to about 13% of
the total time of the experiment.
3.1 The Surface Detector
Each of the surface detector station is filled with 12m3 water and equipped with three
PMTs. Charged particles with nearly the speed of light produce ultraviolet light due
to the Cherenkov eﬀect. Extensive air showers can be detected by a coincident signal
in neighbouring SD stations. Only signals that triggered at least three stations within
100sec are used for further analysis. The timing diﬀerence is used to reconstruct the
direction of the shower front and hence the shower axis which is perpendicular to the
shower front. The stations have an autonomous power supply by solar panels and the
data is communicated via radio connections as displayed in Fig. 3.2.
The energy of the surface detectors is calibrated by the FD energy by using air
showers that are independently reconstructed by both detector components. For the
energy estimator of the surface detector the signal at 1000m distance to the shower
core called S1000 is used. S1000 is proportional to the energy of the primary cosmic
ray on top of the atmosphere. This property is nearly independent of the cosmic ray
mass but depends on the zenith angle  of the shower as this determines the amount
of transversed atmosphere. To take this into account, the Constant Intensity Cut
(CIC) method [111] is applied. The equivalent signal at median zenith angle of 38
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Figure 3.2: Left: Surface detector tank in the field with description of the main com-
ponents [112]. Right: Fluorescence detector building containing six tele-
scopes [112].
RSD
Figure 3.3: Sketch of the reconstruction of a hybrid shower with all relevant quanti-
ties [113].
(S38) is finally used as an energy estimator. For the 750m array the procedure is
analogue with the diﬀerence that the signal at 450m distance to the shower core and
a median zenith angle of 35 are used instead. In case of the inclined events ( > 60)
the relative muon content of the signal N19 in respect to simulated proton showers at
1019 eV is used as the energy estimator.
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3.2 The Fluorescence Telescopes
The camera of each of the 24 telescopes is equipped with 440 hexagonal photomultiplier
tubes (PMT) with an opening angle of 1:5 enabling an imaging of the air shower. The
derivation of the shower geometry needs at first a so called ‘shower detector plane’
which is fixed by the image of the shower axis in the telescope and the telescope
position as displayed in Fig. 3.3. The air shower transverse the atmosphere with the
speed of light which causes an increased angular speed _ for near showers compared to
more distant ones. The exact direction of the shower axis in the shower detector plane
can be derived from geometrical considerations by finding the optimal angle 0 and
nearest distance Rp for describing the measured timing and directional information
of each illuminated pixel. With the information of the shower axis the signal can be
corrected for attenuation in the atmosphere. This allows to convert the measured light
signal into the number of air shower particles as function of the atmospheric depth X.
The empirically formula found by Gaisser and Hillas [114]
N(X) = Nmax(
X  X0
Xmax  X0 )
(Xmax X)=  e(Xmax X)=
is fitted to the data. Here, Xmax and Nmax are atmospheric depth and the num-
ber of particles at the shower maximum. This allows to extract the shower maxi-
mum Xmax and the total energy of the shower by the integral over the whole profile
E = 
R
N(X)dX =
R
dXdE=dX with   2:2MeV g 1 cm 2: The reconstruction is
further improved by addition of the timing information of the SD station with the
strongest signal which is then called hybrid reconstruction. These hybrid events have
an angular resolution of 0:5 for E > 3EeV. Only a selection of events that pass strict
quality criteria are used in the individual analysis. Additionally, allowing only events
with  < 60 for E > 1018 eV prevent a bias in the event selection which would other-
wise exist for diﬀerent primary masses. To calculate the detector exposure for hybrid
events the dependencies on energy, distance from telescope, atmosphere and data tak-
ing conditions have to be taken into account in the according simulations. Also the
amount of energy which is carried away mostly by neutrinos and high-energy-muons
and hence is not deposited in the atmosphere have to be taken into account. For
primary nucleons and nuclei this ranges between 7  13:5% at 10EeV. After correct-
ing this eﬀect an uncertainty of 1:5   3% remains. Systematic uncertainties for the
exposure range from 14% at 1018 eV to < 6% for E > 1019 eV.
3.3 Data from the Pierre Auger Observatory
In the following some important results of the Pierre Auger Observatory which are
used in this thesis are given and the associated analysis are described.
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Figure 3.4: Left: Energy spectrum from various Auger analysis [95]. Right: Com-
bined Auger energy spectrum with the fit of a broken power law [95].
3.3.1 Energy Spectrum Measured by the Pierre Auger
Observatory
The energy spectrum [95] is obtained from four diﬀerent analysis each specialised on
a certain subset of events. Two of them are done with the 1500m surface array using
vertical events with  < 60 or inclined events with 62   < 80. A further analysis
uses data from the 750m surface array taking into account only one zenith angle range
of  < 55. The forth analysis is done with hybrid events.
The energy resolution accounts for the 1500m array for inclined showers from 15%
for energies below 61018 eV to less than 12% for energies above 1019 eV. In combination
with the steep energy spectrum these uncertainties cause an alteration of the true
energy spectrum due to bin-to-bin migration which is corrected accordingly. The
uncertainties in the energy scale of 14% stems from the FD measurements and is also
valid for the SD data, as the absolute energy scale of the SD data is gained by as
calibration with the FD data.
A combined energy spectrum is derived from the results of the four single spectra
using data from 1 January 2004 to 31 December 2012. The 1500m array spectrum
has the largest exposure and hence dominates the energy spectrum. The hybrid and
the 750m array spectra make it possible to extend the 1500m array spectrum down
to 1017:5 eV and the inclined spectrum gives an independent measurement. To match
the single spectra the absolute normalization of the individual fluxes is allowed to
vary within the uncertainties of the individual exposures. This results in a 2% up-
scaling of the SD 750m spectrum, 5% up-scaling of the inclined spectrum and a 6%
down-scaling of the hybrid spectrum. The individual spectra are displayed in the left
plot of Fig. 3.4. A broken power low with a smooth suppression at highest energies
is fitted to the combined spectrum as can be seen in the right plot of Fig 3.4. A
spectral index of 3:23  0:01(stat:)  0:07(sys:) and an ankle position at lg(Ea) =
18:72 0:01(stat:) 0:02(sys:) are extracted from this fit.
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Figure 3.5: Left: hXmaxi in dependence of the energy. Right: (Xmax) in dependence
of the energy [95].
3.3.2 Auger Xmax Measurements
The average of the maximum of the shower development hXmaxi and the amplitude
of the shower to shower fluctuations of (Xmax) are the main observables used by the
Pierre Auger Observatory to measure the heaviness of the mass composition. Only
data with statistical uncertainties of Xmax below 40 g=cm2 are used in the analysis.
Atmospheric variations are taken into account by excluding cloud contaminated events
and using aerosols monitoring. A required profile fit quality of 2=ndf < 2:5 addi-
tionally reduced residual clouds. A minimum energy of 1018 eV is required to ensure
full trigger eﬃciency for all primary masses. Events with light emission angle to-
wards FD smaller than 20 are rejected as the apparent angular speed of the image
in the telescope would otherwise reach the time scale of synchronization between FD
and SD. Additionally, this cut removes events with a high Cherenkov contribution.
The main part of the shower profile has to be inside the field of view of the the FD
(1:5 <  < 30) to avoid misreconstructions. Fiducial volume cuts guarantee that
relevant Xmax range is covered.
Data from 1 st of January 2004 to the 31 December 2012 are used to derive the
hXmaxi and (Xmax) distribution shown in Fig. 3.5.
3.3.3 Upper Limits for UHE-Photons with the Pierre Auger
Observatory
In this section the separation of photon air showers from nucleon and nuclei air showers
is described, as done by the Pierre Auger Observatory. Photons induce pure electro-
magnetic showers in which each interaction has a smaller multiplicity than hadronic
interactions. Therefore, the shower undergo more interactions until the energy of the
secondaries drops below the threshold for interaction as described in Sec. 2.5. Ad-
ditionally, for photons with energies above  10EeV the LPM eﬀect [115, 116, 117]
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suppresses the cross section. At these energies a very small longitudinal momentum
transfer exists. This results in a pair production which occurs over long distances.
Therefore, multiple scattering centres interfere destructively and cause reduction of
the cross section. As a consequent a larger Xmax for photon showers is given for high
energies. Furthermore, the muon content of photon induced showers is much smaller
because photo muon production and direct muon pair production are sub-dominant
processes. The separation can be done according to these diﬀerences to showers from
nucleons and nuclei with observations of the fluorescence detector as well as of the
surface detectors.
Detection with the Surface Detector In the first analysis used at the Pierre Auger
Observatory [43] only the surface detector was used relying on two observables that
are sensitive to both described diﬀerences between air showers introduced by photons
and nuclei.
The radius of curvature R of a spherical shower front uses the delay in the arrival
time of particles at a certain lateral distance r with respect to the shower core position.
Showers starting higher in the atmosphere and having a smaller Xmax, as expected for
nuclei, results in smaller delays in time for fixed r. The muons can reach the ground
also from higher in the atmosphere decreasing also the delay in arrival time for nuclei.
The radius of curvature is derived from a fit of a curved shower front to measured
trigger times ti(ri) of the first particle registered at distance ri.
The second observable is the rise time t1=2 defined by the time the signal needs in
a surface detector station to rise from 10% to 50% of the total signal. The signal at
1000m distance on the line of projection of the shower axis on ground is used. For
a smaller production hight, as expected for photons, an increased spread in time is
expected. The increased muon content of nuclei air showers results in an additional
decrease in the spread in arrival time for nuclei.
The energy estimator S(1000) for photon showers can be a factor  2 below the
value for showers induced by nuclei. The main reasons are smaller numbers of muons
and a steeper ground lateral distribution caused by the later shower development.
Because of this the energy scale for photons is derived from dedicated simulations. As
pure electromagnetic interactions have to be taken into account in these simulation, the
energy scale is largely independent from hadronic interaction models. Using simulation
results delivers a poor energy resolution of 40%. A special energy conversion is applied
for photons, using the universal behaviour of electromagnetic showers [118] which
improves the energy resolution up to a value of  25%.
The selection of photon candidates is done with the following method. The whole
data set undergoes diﬀerent selection cuts to insure good reconstruction quality and
high acceptance of the detector for photons. Data with energies  10EeV and zenith
angle in the range 30    60 are chosen, as they show the best photon reconstruc-
tion and detection eﬃciency. More inclined showers are not used due to more complex
reconstruction algorithm required for these events.
Once the data set is selected, the deviation x of the two observables risetime t1=2
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and radius of curvature R from the mean of photon expectations in units of the spread
of the observable for photons x; is calculated for each event. Then, x, x; and
x =
x  x(S(1000); )
x;(S(1000); )
;
are derived by photon simulations. t1=2 and R are combined in a principal com-
ponent analysis. 5% of the data and photon simulations are used to determine the
principle component. The remaining 95% of the data are projected on the principal
axis along with simulated photons. The cut is executed on this projected distribution
at the mean for the simulated photons to obtain photon candidates. This introduces
a cut eﬃciency of f = 0:5 by construction.
With data from 2004 to 2006 no candidates were found for the threshold energies
of Emin = 10; 20; 40EeV. Upper limits on the photon flux
CL (E > Emin) =
NCL (E  Emin) 1f  1
0:95A
and the photon fraction
FCL (E > Emin) =
NCL (E > Emin) 1f  1
N(E > Emin) +Nnon (Enon  > Emin)
are calculated. NCL is the upper limit on the number of photons at confidence level
CL calculated from number of photon candidates N using the Poisson distribution
and  the integrated eﬃciency of accepting photons. A is the exposure according to
the used data set.
The resulting limits on the photon flux are 0:95 = 3:8  10 3 km 2 sr 1 yr 1,
2:510 3 km 2 sr 1 yr 1, 2:210 3 km 2 sr 1 yr 1 and on the photon fraction F0:95 =
2:0%; 5:1%; 31% at 95% confidence level and the energy thresholds Emin = 10; 20; 40EeV,
respectively. These limits are displayed with black arrows in Fig. 3.6.
Hybrid Detection In a second analysis [119], hybrid data is used to search for
UHECR photons. The direct information of the longitudinal development of air show-
ers obtained from the fluorescence telescopes allows to decrease the energy threshold
for the analysis below 10EeV. The increased cosmic ray flux at lower energy nearly
balance out the lower exposure of hybrid data due the factor of  10 reduced duty
cycle. Again the energy scale for photons deviates from nucleons and nuclei as only
a missing energy of 1% is expected for photon showers, which causes a decrease of
the photon energy. This behaviour is contrary to that observed for SD only data.
Data taking during the presence of clouds have to be removed as the clouds can sig-
nificantly alter the reconstruction of events. As a full automatic processing is not
available till now, only the final photon candidates are checked for clouds by hand.
The eﬃciency clc of passing the cloud cut is determined for data above E = 10EeV
yielding clc = 0:51. To distinguish photon candidates, a cut on the Xmax distribu-
tion is applied. Events have to be above the median of the Xmax distribution for
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Figure 3.6: Upper limits on the photon flux slightly modified from [119].
photons from simulations X;medmax concerning the dedicated energies and direction. A
number of n-cand = 8; 1; 0; 0 photon candidates were found for the energy thresholds
Emin = 2; 3; 5; 10EeV, respectively. Simulations with nucleons and diﬀerent nuclei
show that the found photon candidates are well within the expectations from these
backgrounds.
The upper limit on the photon fraction is calculated using
FCL (E > Emin) =
nCL cand;obs(E > Emin) 1fvc  1pcc
ntotal(E > Emin) clc :
The upper limit n95-cand;obs is calculated from n-cand. Here fvc and pcc are the
photon reconstruction eﬃciencies for the fiducial volume cuts and the photon candidate
cut, respectively. For the total number of events also the photon energy is assumed.
This can be regarded as a conservative estimation leading to a reduced number of
total events.
The resulting upper limit of the photon fraction for data from 1 st of December 2004
till 31 st of December 2007 are F95 = 3:8%; 2:4%; 3:5% and 11:7% above E = 2; 3; 5
and 10EeV at 95% confidence level. The corresponding upper limits for the photon
flux are shown as blue arrows in Fig. 3.6.
Combined Detection with Surface and Hybrid Data In a further publication [44]
of the Pierre Auger collaboration a photon search is performed using a combination
of the fluorescence detector observable Xmax and the surface detector observable Sb.
Additionally, the energy threshold is extended down to 1EeV. Sb is defined as
Sb =
X
i; Si

Ri
Rref
b
where the sum runs over all stations in the events. Si is the signal hight at station
i and Ri the corresponding distance to the reconstructed hybrid shower axis. Rref
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is a reference distance set to 1000m and the parameter b is set to 4 yielding the
optimized separation power between photons and hadrons. The classification of photon
candidates is obtained performing a Fisher analysis. The analysis is trained with
simulated photon and proton induced showers where the latter are taken as background
events. The photon candidate cut is applied to the Fisher response at 50% of the
photon events. Finally 6, 0, 0, 0 and 0 candidates are found above 1, 2, 3, 5 and
10EeV using the data collected from January 2005 to September 2010. A check with
simulated showers show consistency of the number of candidates with expectations
from nuclear primaries. Upper limits of the photon flux are calculated with
95CL (E > Emin) =
NCL (E  Emin)
E;min :
NCL being again the number of photon candidates at confidence level CL and E;min
the minimum hybrid exposure for photons after the photon candidate cut.
This exposure is obtained by shower and detector simulations with photons as pri-
mary particles. The results are smoothed with a gamma function to reduce the impact
of statistical fluctuations. The upper limit on the photon flux are 8:210 2km 2sr 1yr 1
for E  1EeV and 2:0  10 2km 2sr 1yr 1 for E  2; 3; 5; and 10EeV as dis-
played with red arrows in Fig. 3.6. The derived limits to the photon fraction are
0:4%; 0:5%; 1%; 2:6% and 8:9% above 1; 2; 3; 5 and 10EeV.
3.3.4 Upper Limits for UHE-Neutrinos with the Pierre Auger
Observatory
The surface detector of the Pierre Auger Observatory is used for the search of UHE-
neutrinos in three analysis using data from diﬀerent bins in the zenith angle  which
allows to optimize the identification criteria in each range for the best neutrino dis-
crimination.
Neutrinos interacting in the Earth crust, the so called ‘upward going’ or ‘Earth-
skimming’ (ES) neutrinos refer to 90    95. Although only a narrow angular
range is observed for this subset, it can benefit from lower background. Only tau
neutrinos and charge current interactions are possible.
In addition the two angular bins 75    90 and 60    75 are chosen to
select events that transverse a large amount of atmosphere named ‘downward-going
high angle’ (DGH) and ‘downward going low angel’ (DGL) selection, respectively. For
both sets detection of all neutrino flavours with charged current and neutral current
interactions are possible. These analyses can use broader angular ranges but have a
higher background.
In all three cases the basic concept is, that neutrinos due to their small cross section
can interact late in the atmosphere or even in the Earth crust. Nucleons, nuclei
and photons on the other hand interact at the beginning of the atmosphere. Hence,
selecting only young showers prefer showers induced by neutrinos.
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Figure 3.7: Upper limits on the neutrino flux given by the Pierre Auger collabora-
tion [95].
For the ES and DGH multiple criteria are used to determine inclined showers. The
elongation of the shape of the shower pattern on the ground is measured by the
ratio L=W with L the length and W the with of the pattern. A higher elongation
corresponds to a more inclined shower. Also the average apparent speed hV i over all
pairs of stations in the event is used. It should peak at the speed of light c for very
inclined showers and have a low root mean square. For the DGH events in addition
and for the DGL solely a further quality cut is applied directly to the reconstructed
zenith angle.
Showers in the first stage of development have a large time spread of the particles in
the shower front in the order of  1s. In contrast to this, old showers are dominated
by high energy myons yielding a small spread in arrival time. The main observables to
measure this time behaviour is the time of the signal above a certain threshold value
also (ToT) and the ratio of the signal area over the peak value (AoP) for all the three
data selections. For the ES analysis a cut is applied to these variables. In the DGH
and DGL selection a linear Fisher-discrimination polynomial based on the AoP and
other variables constructed from AoP is used for the discrimination.
The selection criteria are optimized on a small subset of the data where it is assumed
that in general dominating part is made of background events. Applying the analysis
on the data recorded between January 2004 and 31 th December 2012 yield no neutrino
candidate. Consequently, three distinctive upper limits on the neutrino flux are placed
assuming a neutrino flavour ratio of 1:1:1 as expected from neutrino oscillations. The
diﬀerential neutrino flux is set to dN
dE
(E) = kE
 2
 :
To improve the final upper limit, a combined exposure Etot is calculated by Monte
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Carlo simulations demanding the pass of at least one of the three selection criteria for
each event to be counted as a neutrino.
The upper limit on the value k is given as
k =
NupR Emax
Emin
E 2 Etot(E) dE
:
The upper limit on the signal events Nup is obtained using a semi Bayesian exten-
sion [120] of the Feldman-Cousins [121] approach to include the uncertainties in the
exposure. This departs from the nominal value for zero candidates and no expected
background.
The final single-flavour limit with 90% confidence level is
k90 < 1:3  10 8GeVcm 1s 1sr 1
for the energy interval  1:0  1017 eV  1:0  1020 eV. In addition also the limits are
given for diﬀerent bins of width 0.5 in log10E , both are shown in Fig. 3.7.
3.3.5 Search for Anisotropies in the Arrival Directions of
UHECRs
Correlation of UHECR Events with Near AGN Positions
The correlation of the arrival directions of the highest energetic events with E >
40EeV measured by the Pierre Auger Observatory with the AGN positions in the 12th
edition of the catalogue of quasars and active nuclei by Véron-Cetty and Véron [122]
is analysed in [123, 124].
The probability that k or more out of N events with isotropic arrival directions
correlate within an angular distance of  degree is given by
P =
NX
j=k

N
j

pj(1  p)N j: (3.1)
Here p is the probability of one event to correlate with an AGN position within 
degrees by chance. This probability is given by the fraction of the sky covered by the
solid angles around the catalogue positions given by  and weighted by the directional
exposure. It should be mentioned here, that the catalogue can not be seen as complete
or an unbiased statistical sample of AGN. In particular, the region around the galactic
centre is partly incomplete. However, this is not crucial to prove the existence of
anisotropy.
In this analysis the dependencies of the correlation on the maximum redshift zmax
of the AGNs, the maximum angular separation  and the threshold energy Eth for the
cosmic rays are considered. The probability P from Eq. 3.1 was minimized by doing
an exploratory scan in the three parameters zmax,  and Eth with data from 1 January
2004 to 27 May 2006. The minimum was found for zmax = 0:018 (Dmax = 75Mpc),
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Figure 3.8: Evolution of the fraction of events measured by the Pierre Auger Observa-
tory that correlate with the positions of AGN from the Véron-Cetty and
Véron catalog [122] for the following energy ranges. Top left: E  55EeV
Top right: 55EeV  E  70EeV . Bottom row: E > 70EeV [125].
Eth = 56EeV and  = 3:1 having 12 correlations with at least one AGN out of 15
events. To evaluate the chance probability of such a correlation to happen for an
isotropic distribution of events was derived with sets of simulated isotropic arrival
directions with the same number as the exploratory scan. The fraction of sets that
have an equal or lower value than the result of the minimization Pmin estimates the
chance probability of such a correlation not to happen for an isotropic distribution of
arrival directions.
In case of an anisotropic signal, the reduction of the statistical significance of this
signal due to the trail factor has to be determined. For this reason a test was performed
on an independent data set observed after 27 May 2006 where the selection criteria
and correlation parameters were fixed by the exploratory scan. As it is not known how
many events are required to confirm the statistical significance before hand, a running
prescription was applied after each new event passing the selection criteria. After
this criterion was satisfied, the hypothesis of isotropy could be rejected with 99%
confidence level. The minimum number of correlations kmin out of N independent
events were reached on 25 May 2007 with k = 6 and N = 8.
Alternatively, a sequential likelihood ratio test was done to monitor the evolution of
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the correlation signal. A likelihood ratio R defined by Wald [126, 127] was calculated
for every new event. The reaching of R  95 is demanded in this test to reject the
hypothesis of isotropy which was achieved after 10 events out of which 7 correlated.
The here used catalogue is expected to be increasingly incomplete towards the galac-
tic plane due to absorption of light. Also cosmic rays should be more deflected in
galactic magnetic fields from this direction than from higher galactic latitudes. Con-
sequently, events near the galactic plane (jbj > 12) are excluded in the scan. Here
the minimum probability Pmin occur for the same parameter and the strength of the
correlation improved.
The correlation with AGN from the VCV-catalogue do not necessarily imply that
AGN have to be the sources of UHECR. The AGN are a tracer of the strongly
non-uniform matter distribution in our local universe. For this reason a catalog of
all galaxies, diﬀerent galaxy cluster surveys and a catalog of star burst galaxies are
tested. No significant correlation was found in this searches.
In [125] an update of the correlation fraction showed weakening of the signal with
time as can be seen in the upper left plot in Fig. 3.8. In the data up to 30 November
2012 33 events out of 106 above 55EeV correlated with AGN yielding in a correlation
fraction of 31+5 4%. The energy threshold is lowered from 56EeV to 55EeV due to a
change in the absolute energy calibration. A consideration of the correlation signal
in diﬀerent energy intervals indicates that the departure from isotropy mainly arises
for energies between 55EeV and 70EeV and decreases for higher and lower energies
as displayed in the upper right and lower plot in Fig. 3.8.
The data is also checked with the 2MASS [128] and the Swift-BAT [129] catalogue
by using two diﬀerent methods in [124]. At first the cross correlation of events with
nearby extragalactic objects from these two catalogues are considered. In both cases
correlations in excess above isotropic expectations are observed. In addition a like-
lihood test with smoothed density maps derived from both catalogues is performed
in [124] and [125]. The log-likelihood analysis yields a high isotropic fraction in the
data which could imply an incompleteness of the catalogues. Here the 2MASS cata-
logue yields a smaller isotropic fraction than the Swift-BAT. With a smoothing angle
of  < 1:4 for both catalogues a small scale correlation is found for the anisotropic
part of the data.
Further Anisotropy searches by the Auger Observatory
In addition, also a number of catalogue independent analyses are performed by the
Pierre Auger Collaboration to search for anisotropies in the arrival direction of cosmic
rays. The clustering of events are investigated in [124, 130] using diﬀerent auto-
correlation functions and testing a range of separation angles defining the scale of the
clustering. In another approach, energy dependant patterns are investigated using
dedicated observables [131, 132]. In all these studies no significant evidence for a
departure from the isotropic expectation were found.
In addition a search for anisotropies in the large angular scale distribution of the
arrival direction of cosmic rays for E > 4 EeV is performed in [133, 95, 134]. The largest
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departure from isotropy is observed for events with E> 8 EeV with an amplitude for
the first harmonic in right ascension of r1 = (4:4  1:0)  10 2 that has a chance
probability of P ( r1 = 6:4  10 5).
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4 CRPropa
As described before, the energy spectra, the composition and the arrival directions
of ultra high energy cosmic rays observed at Earth, are strongly influenced by eﬀects
on their way from sources. For a better understanding of these eﬀects it is necessary
to perform holistic simulations of all the relevant processes. CRPropa is a publicly
available numerical tool that was created by Eric Armengaud et al. [135] for this
purpose and was extended by Kampert et al. [2] to enable nuclei propagation. It
is capable of propagating nuclei with mass numbers from proton to iron and the
secondary electromagnetic cascades and neutrinos produced during the cosmic ray
propagation.
4.1 General Capabilities of CRPropa
Pair production by nucleons on the photon background radiation is treated as a con-
tinuous energy loss for the protons using the parametrization derived by [136, 137].
For nuclei, a scaling of the energy loss is applied and the energy distribution of the
produced electron-positron-pairs is calculated according to the parametrization given
by [138]. For photo-pion production the SOPHIA event generator [139], which employs
particle production cross sections measured at particle accelerators is used. SOPHIA
determines the energy and type of the stable particles generated in the whole interac-
tion. In case of nuclei the pion production cross section is approximated by considering
the nucleus as a superposition of protons and neutrons as the nuclear binding energies
are small compared to the energy of the nucleus. Here also a scaling is applied to take
into account shielding eﬀects in the nucleus. Diﬀerent approximations are discussed in
Sec. 4.2 by their impact on the cross section and the interaction length. In addition,
all necessary interactions for the photodisintegration of nuclei as described in Sec. 2.4
are included. For the GDR and the QD processes, 287 cross sections are calculated
in the energy range 1 keV  E  250MeV from the TALYS framework [140] version
1.0 for A  12. For lower mass numbers TALYS does not supply reliable results. For
these nuclei the cross sections are taken from other sources as described in [141]. In
this thesis mainly cross sections from the current version TALYS 1.6 are used instead
the TALYS 1.0 unless it is mentioned otherwise.
The tracking of secondaries, namely electrons, positrons, photons and neutrinos
is possible. Neutrinos propagate in straight lines without any energy loss except the
adiabatic one. The other three particle types interact on their way with the low energy
photon background and therefore evolve through an electromagnetic cascade, which
is calculated with the DINT [142] package. Here all relevant interactions are taken in
account. These are pair production, double pair production, triplet pair production
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and inverse Compton scattering. In the presence of extragalactic magnetic fields also
synchrotron losses of electrons and positrons are included and the electromagnetic
cascades resulting from the synchrotron-photons are also followed. Because of the
deflections of the charged components of the electromagnetic cascade in the magnetic
fields, the 1-dimensional treatment of them is only an approximation. But as shown
in [143], the deflection can be neglected. The propagation of photons require a special
treatment in CRPropa to handle the calculation eﬀort of the electromagnetic cascades.
The redshift range of the simulation is binned and all photons and electron-positron
pairs produced within one bin are collectively stored and propagate at once at the end
of the simulation.
The most important low-energy photon background for the here regarded interac-
tions is the CMB. But also the infrared background and the universal radio background
influence the cosmic ray propagation. Because the density distribution of these two
backgrounds are not exactly known, there are three diﬀerent models of each of them
implemented in CRPropa.
The simulation can be run in two diﬀerent modes. In a 1d-mode all particles follow a
straight path from the source to the observer. The individual eﬀects of the expansion of
the universe as described in Sec. 2.4.4 can be taken into account in this mode. For the
evolution of the photon background in the infrared regime an additional scaling with
z is possible that takes into account the creation of these photons during the galaxy
formation processes. Here, a model from Kneiske et al. [2] is implemented. This is
still an approximation as variation of the spectral shape of the photon background
with z is not accounted for. Furthermore, an evolution of the source luminosity, as
described in Sec. 2.1.6, can be specified in the 1d-mode. Obviously, in this 1d mode
no deflections in magnetic field are considered.
In the 3d case particles propagate in a ‘simulation box’ with periodic boundary
conditions. That means that whenever a particle reaches a boundary surface of the
simulation box it re-enters again from the opposite surface. In this mode diﬀerent
magnetic fields can be implemented inside the box which are then used to calculate
the deflections. Cosmological eﬀects can not be taken into account in the 3d mode as
the travel distance can not be determined beforehand. Cosmic rays in CRPropa can
originate continuously in a region of space as well as from point sources. The energy
can be set to a discrete value or follow a power law distribution.
Two diﬀerent storage modes are provided where in ‘full trajectories’ coordinates
and other properties of the nucleons are stored in every time step and in ‘events’ only
the data for particles arriving at an observer is saved. In the 3d-mode, the surface
of a sphere around the point of the observer is used as the detection area. This of
course introduces an uncertainty in the arrival direction. Hence, the radius of this
sphere has to be adjusted to ensure a required precision as well as a suﬃcient amount
of detections. For secondaries only the event storing is available. In case of the
electromagnetic cascade, the energy spectrum from 1024 eV down to 107 eV is stored
with a logarithmic energy binning.
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4.2 Study of the Pion Production
The calculation of the pion production cross section as a superposition of nucleons is
necessary as data on photo pion production cross sections are only available for some
nuclei and only for a part of the energy range relevant for UHE cosmic ray propagation.
Simulations of the cross section using nuclear transport models as for example done
by [144] do not show good agreement with data for all cases.
Here, two approximations are compared with the simple nucleon superposition and
the quality of this approximations is reviewed by comparing with data for the pion
production cross section measured for nuclei. The simple superposition of the photo
pion cross section for protons p and neutrons n is given by
A;Z(E) = [Zp(E=A) + (A  Z)n(E=A)]: (4.1)
To improve the accuracy in the first resonance region the following scaling of the above
superposition is applied
A;Z(E) = 0:85  [Zp(E=A) + (A  Z)n(E=A)]; (4.2)
with  = 2=3 for A  8 and  = 1 for A > 8 as inspired by [145]. This approximation
is used in the simulations throughout this thesis. In another ansatz a superposition of
deuteron cross section (d) is proposed for example by [146, 147] for a better description
of the data in the resonance region as well. The cross section of a nucleus is given here
by
A;Z(E) = A=2  d(2E=A):
The two introduced nucleon superpositions are plotted for the nuclei He, Li, C
and Al in the left column of Fig. 4.1 using the cross sections for nucleons from the
SOPHIA code [139] which is in good agreement with data. The comparison of the
data available for this nuclei from [148, 149, 150] shows a bad agreement especially
for lighter nuclei. The simple nucleon superposition delivers an overestimation of the
resonance region whereas the scaled one shows a better fit to the resonance region but
in general underestimates the data.
In addition, the deuteron superposition is plotted for the nuclei He, Li, C and Al in
the right column of Fig. 4.1 by taking the deuteron cross section from the data of [148].
Again, comparing with the data for the cross sections of the nuclei a better agreement
is shown for the deuteron superposition in particular for the light nuclei Helium and
Lithium. Hence, the deuteron superposition will be taken as the best approximation,
although no perfect agreement is achieved.
To see the impact of the diﬀerences in the cross sections on the cosmic ray prop-
agation the interaction rates have to be calculated. Therefore, a convolution of the
cross section with the low energy photon background is needed. This is done by the
following integral which is derived for example in [141]
 1 =
1
22
Z 1
0
n(E)
E2
Z E(1+)
E(1 )
E 0(E
0
)dE
0


dE: (4.3)
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Figure 4.1: Left column: Cross section for photo pion production on nuclei from two
diﬀerent superpositions of nucleon cross sections as described in the text
are displayed as red and blue lines along with data points by [148, 149, 150].
The nuclei of He, Li, C and Al are shown from top to bottom. Right
column: Same as the left column but the red line shows the deuteron
superposition as specified in the text.
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Assuming  = 1 one obtains
 1 =
1
22
Z 1
0
n(E)dx
E2
Z E0=2E
0
E 0(E
0
)dE
0


dE (4.4)
Here, E is the photon energy in the lab frame, E 0 the photon energy in the nucleus
rest frame,  = v=c the velocity of the cosmic ray in units of the speed of light and
 = Enucleus=M the Lorentz factor. The pion production cross section is needed for this
calculation in the energy range E 0 2 [0:155; 2000]GeV. The lower border is motivated
by the steep decrease of the cross section for the lowest energies allowing to neglect the
cross section for lower energies. In addition, the photodisintegration will be dominant
below this energy. The higher border can be derived from Eq. 4.4 assuming the relevant
energy range of the photon background of 4  10 10–10 2 eV for CMB and 10 3–102 eV
for IR background the maximum gamma factor of 1014 eV as used in CRPropa. This
gamma factor allows to take into account for example cosmic ray proton with  1023 eV
in the lab frame. For deuterons, data are available for E 0 2 [0:204; 10:12]GeV [148,
149]. The needed energy ranges below and above the data region are taken from the
simple nucleon superposition and this combination will be taken for the calculation
of the cross section denoted as deuteron superposition. Besides the resonance regions
this superposition seems to be in good agreement with the deuteron cross section
for the overlapping energy ranges as can be seen in the top plot in Fig. 4.2. In
particular, at the higher energies the scaled nucleon superposition seems to deviate
from the data. The interaction rate for the pion production for He and C nuclei are
displayed in the top row of Fig. 4.3 calculated with the cross section from the deuteron
superposition and the two nucleon superpositions. The plot in the bottom row of
Fig. 4.3 show that compared to the interaction rate from the deuteron superposition
the simple nucleon superposition causes an increase of up to  10% whereas the
scaled nucleon superposition causes an decrease of more than 30% for He and up
to  15% for C nuclei. Hence, the simple nucleon superposition seems to introduce
only a minor inaccuracy compared to the deuteron superposition, whereas the scaled
nucleon superposition deviates stronger in particular for light nuclei. Regarding the
minor importance of the the photo pion production in the nuclei propagation the small
deviations found in this study can be neglected.
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Figure 4.2: Top: Deuteron cross section from [148, 149] compared to two diﬀerent
approximations of the deuteron cross section by nucleon superpositions.
The proton and neutron cross sections are taken from the SOPHIA gener-
ator [139]. Bottom: Combination of the cross section from the deuteron
data and the nucleon superposition.48
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Figure 4.3: Top row: Interaction rate for the photo pion production calculated from
the cross section derived by the deuteron superposition (green line) and the
two nucleon superpositions (blue and red line) as described in the text. The
interaction rates with the CMB (solid lines) and the IRB (dashed lines)
are displayed. Bottom row: Ratio of the two interaction rate based on
a nucleon superposition to the one based on the deuteron superposition.
Again the interaction with CMB is indicated with solid lines and the one
with the IRB with dashed lines. The plots are shown for He (left column)
and C (right column) nuclei.
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5 Combined Fit to the Energy Spectrum
and the Xmax Moments
In this chapter we concentrate on the predictions for the cosmic ray energy spectrum,
the average depth of the shower maximum hXmaxi and the amplitude of the shower-to-
shower fluctuation of the hXmaxi which are derived for diﬀerent astrophysical scenarios
from simulations with the CRPropa code. The main focus is to constrain these astro-
physical scenarios from a combination of these predictions to the data from the Pierre
Auger Observatory [95].
The aim is to determine the energy spectrum, the maximum energy and the mass
composition at potential sources of UHECR. The limited knowledge available for cos-
mic ray sources and the properties of the extragalactic space as described in Sec. 2.1.5
and Sec. 2.2 adds further models assumptions. Several scenarios will be discussed in
this context to estimate the influence of these assumptions on the fit results as well as
to put constraints on them.
In the first section of this chapter the technical details of the CRPropa simulations,
the calculation of observables from the simulation and the fit procedure are described.
In the second section the results of the combined fit are presented starting with a
standard scenario with a set of simplified model assumptions which is regarded for
three source composition models. Here also the results from fitting solely the energy
spectrum are shown. Then these first results are tested for the influence of a number
of mainly technical assumptions. Based on the standard scenario the origin of the
cosmic ray flux suppression at the highest energies is investigated. Subsequently,
more realistic scenarios are studied by taking diﬀerent source evolutions models and
magnetic diﬀusion eﬀects into account. Special features of the Auger data are not well
described by a simple source model. Therefore, models with two source populations
are studied. Finally, a spread of spectral indices is tested.
5.1 Introduction of General Scenario and Methods
5.1.1 General scenario
In the standard scenarios cosmic rays are injected at continuous sources distributed
uniformly in comoving distance from 4Mpc to 2600Mpc. 4Mpc is roughly the distance
to Centaurus A [151] which is the nearest active galactic nucleus and often regarded
as a promising candidate for the nearest UHECR source.
No sources more distant than 2600Mpc are simulated as they lie beyond the cosmic
ray horizon for the here relevant energy range of E > 1018 eV. This can be seen in
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Figure 5.1: Number of cosmic ray protons which travelled the distance D and observed
at energy Eobs. A power law spectrum with  =  1 and maximum energies
of Emax = 1022 eV are assumed at the sources.
Fig. 5.1 where the number of observed cosmic rays in dependence of the travelled
distance D and observed energy Eobs is shown assuming uniform proton sources with
a spectral index  =  1 and a maximum energy of Emax = 1022 eV. Nuclei have an
even shorter horizon due to the shorter energy loss length.
Although a uniform distribution of UHECR sources is very unlikely as described in
Sec. 2.1.6, this assumption is used in the standard scenario to allow a better comparison
to similar studies as done by [93, 152, 153, 154, 155]. The influence of more realistic
source distributions are discussed in Sec. 5.2.5. At each source, UHECRs are emitted
with a power-law energy spectrum with a rigidity dependent cut-oﬀ
dN=dE(Esrc; Z) / E  1= cosh(Esrc=ZRmax);
where  is the spectral index, Rmax = Emax=M the maximum rigidity and Z the charge
of the nuclei.
In most scenarios of this chapter a four component source composition consisting of
the nuclei hydrogen, helium, nitrogen and iron is used. These four nuclei are chosen as
representatives of all nuclei up to iron as used in previous studies [152, 154, 156]. The
four nuclei are varied individually, yielding three free parameters for the composition.
This source composition scenario will be called HHeNFe from here on. Further, a
second mixed composition model is assumed according to the galactic cosmic ray
source composition (GCRSC) as derived by DuVernois et al. [157, 158]. In this case
all nuclei from hydrogen to iron are assumed at the sources with abundances of galactic
cosmic ray sources as used by [158]. For a better agreement the abundances for all
particles with Z  3 are simultaneously scaled with a factor kc compared to protons
and helium nuclei. With this approach only one parameter is needed to vary the
composition. As an alternative to the mixed composition scenario pure proton sources
are considered as suggested for example by Berezinsky et al. [27].
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5.1.2 Deriving the Observables from Simulation Output
For all studies a reweighting of the simulated events is applied with respect to the
source spectra, the maximum source energy and the relative abundances of the nuclei
at the sources. This allows to perform the fit with one set of simulated events for
each scenario without performing a new simulation for each parameter configuration.
The simulation is done with a spectral index of  =  1 and a maximum energy
of 9  1023 eV. For the HHeNFe composition, equal abundances at the source for all
four nuclei at same energy per nuclei are simulated. For the GCRSC the nuclei are
injected with the abundances given in DuVernois et al. [157] with a hundred times
higher statistics for nuclei heavier than helium. The scaling with kc as described
above is done by a reweighting. The spectrum is derived from the simulation output
by using data binned in source energy Esrc, source charge Zsrc and observed energy
Eobs choosing for the energies an equidistant binning in the logarithm of 0.1. This is
done instead of reweighting the whole simulated data for performance reasons. The
simulated spectrum can be calculated according to
dN=dE(Eobs) =
X
Esrc
X
Zsrc
dN=dE(Eobs; Esrc; Zsrc)  Escr  1= cosh(Escr=Z Rmax):
hXmaxi and (Xmax) are calculated from the hln(A)i and (ln(A)) values of the sim-
ulated data by using the parametrization from [105, 95] as described in Sec. 2.6. To
calculate the reweighted hln(A)i and (ln(A)) three dimensional matrices are gener-
ated with the sum of ln(A)

(Eobs; Esrc; Zsrc) =
X
Bin(Eobs;Esrc;Zsrc)
ln(Ai);
the number of entries
#(Eobs; Esrc; Zsrc) =
X
Bin(Eobs;Esrc;Zsrc)
1
and the sum of ln(A)2
(Eobs; Esrc; Zsrc) =
X
Bin(Eobs;Esrc;Zsrc)
ln(Ai)
2:
Here,
P
Bin(Eobs;Esrc;Zsrc)
refers to sum over all events within the bin defined by Eobs,
Esrc, Zsrc. Hence the hln(A)i is calculated via
hln(A)i(Eobs) =
P
Esrc
P
Zsrc

(Eobs; Esrc; Zsrc)  E  1= cosh(E=ZRmax)P
Esrc
P
Zsrc
#(Eobs; Esrc; Zsrc)  E  1= cosh(E=ZRmax) :
Once the hln(A)i is calculated the (ln(A)) is obtained via
(ln(A))(Eobs) =
P
Esrc
P
Zsrc
(Eobs; Esrc; Zsrc)  E  1= cosh(E=ZRmax)P
Esrc
P
Zsrc
#(Eobs; Esrc; Zsrc)  E  1= cosh(E=ZRmax) ;
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with
 =
X
Bin(Eobs;Esrc;Zsrc)
(ln(Ai)  hln(A)i(Eobs))2 (5.1)
=
X
Bin(Eobs;Esrc;Zsrc)
((ln(Ai))
2   2 ln(Ai)hln(A)i+ hln(A)i2) (5.2)
=
X
Bin(Eobs;Esrc;Zsrc)
(ln(Ai))
2   2hln(A)i(Eobs)
X
Bin(Eobs;Esrc;Zsrc)
ln(Ai) (5.3)
+#(Eobs; Esrc; Zsrc)hln(A)i2 (5.4)
= (Eobs; Esrc; Zsrc)  2hln(A)i(Eobs)
(Eobs; Esrc; Zsrc) (5.5)
+#(Eobs; Esrc; Zsrc)hln(A)i2: (5.6)
This using of binned source energies obviously introduces an uncertainty. The result
of this procedure is compared with a reweighting of all simulated events for diﬀerent
parameter constellations to estimate this eﬀect. Only deviations of less than 1% are
found for the energy spectrum, hXmaxi and (Xmax). Fig. 5.2 displays an example
of the deviation from the unbinned result for the HHeNFe standard scenario with
parameters fixed by the combined fit as will be introduced in Sec. 5.2.2.
5.1.3 Fit Procedure
The comparison of energy spectrum as well as the energy dependent hXmaxi and
(Xmax) measurements from the Pierre Auger Observatory [95] with the predictions
from propagation simulations is done by a 2 fit. For minimizing the 2-function
the numerical minimization program MINUIT [159] implemented in the data analysis
program ROOT [160] is used. MINUIT uses the MIGRAD minimization algorithm
based on a variable metric method [161].
The parameter range for the source spectral index is  2 [ 3; 0] and for the maxi-
mum rigidity is lg(Rmax=eV) 2 [18:4; 22:4]. The absolute flux scaling is also included
in the fit. In the galactic cosmic ray source composition scenario kc is varied between
0 and 100. For the HHeNFE scenario every possible relative abundances of these four
elements are allowed. Statistical uncertainties of the data are considered in the fit
procedure. To take into account the systematic uncertainties of the data the fit is
redone with the energy scale shifted by the systematic uncertainty in the energy scale
of 14% [95]. The resulting deviations in the parameters are taken as the systematic
uncertainties of the fit parameters.
Only data with E  1018:7 eV are regarded here to reduce the influence of galactic
cosmic rays which are not included in the simulation. The threshold energy corre-
sponds to the ankle in the energy spectrum as mentioned in Sec. 3.3.1 and is usually
considered as the transition from galactic to extragalactic cosmic rays as described in
Sec. 2.1.2. Hence, 15 data points for the energy spectrum and nine data points for
each of hXmaxi and (Xmax) are considered, leading to a total of 33 data points.
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Figure 5.2: Estimation of the influence from the calculation using binned energies at
the sources as described in the text. The ratio of the binned calculation
to the unbinned one is shown for the following observables. Top left:
Energy spectrum Top right: hXmaxi distribution Bottom: (Xmax)
distributions. The standard HHeNFe scenario with the parameters derived
from the combined fit to the energy spectrum and the Xmax moments is
used.
Continuous vs Point Sources Besides Sec. 5.2.7, in all scenarios in this chapter
and chapter 6 a continuous source distribution is assumed. This is a simplification, as
most source candidates like AGN or pulsars as introduced in Sec. 2.1.5 are assumed
to be point sources. Furthermore, we will use point sources in the three dimensional
simulations in chapter 7 where the results of this chapter will be used. To test the
assumption of a uniform continuous source distribution the result from sources dis-
tributed continuously between 10Mpc and 2600Mpc are compared with the one from
a certain amount of sources at diﬀerent equidistant positions in the same distance
range. The plots in Fig. 5.3 show the ratio of the flux of continuous and point sources
for diﬀerent elements at the source. In case of 100 point sources, a large increase of the
flux from continuous sources for energies above 1020 eV is seen which increases with
the nuclei charge number yielding a 200 times increase for iron nuclei at 1020:5 eV as a
peak value. Increasing the number of point sources to 1000 in the same distance range
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Figure 5.3: Comparison of a continuous source distribution to discrete sources dis-
tributed equidistant between 10Mpc and 2600 Mpc. The ratio of the
energy spectrum from continuous sources to the one from point sources
for four individual masses at the source are displayed. Left: Comparison
with 100 point sources. Right: Comparison with 1000 point sources
show a strong decrease of the eﬀect yielding only a significant flux increase up to a
factor of two again for iron nuclei at 1020:5 eV. The impact of the energy spectrum and
the first two hXmaxi moments is also very moderate. Regarding these small diﬀerences
the simplification of a continuous source distribution should not introduce significant
alteration of the results. A spectral index of  =  1 and Emax = 1022 eV is used in
this comparison.
5.1.4 Choice of Further Assumptions
While studying diﬀerent parameters of the astrophysical scenarios by their influence
on the fit result in Sec. 5.2 some additional assumptions will be made in this thesis.
 For all sources the cut-oﬀ of the energy spectrum is realized by a
1= cosh(Esrc=(Zsrc Rmax)) cut-oﬀ.
 The redshift evolution of the infrared background is done according to measure-
ments by Kneiske et al. [2].
 Epos LHC [162] is taken as high energy extrapolations of the nuclei interaction
rates to calculate hXmaxi in the atmosphere.
 TALYS 1.6 is used for the calculation of photodisintegration cross sections used
in the intergalactic propagation.
The influence of alternative assumptions on the fit results will be shown in Sec. 5.2.3
to give an idea of the sensitivity to these assumptions.
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Figure 5.4: Top left: The energy spectrum from simulation assuming pure proton
sources plotted along with the measured combined energy spectrum from
the Pierre Auger Observatory [95]. The parameters for the simulation are
received from a fit to the energy spectrum for the energies range E >
1018:7 eV as indicated by the dotted red vertical line. Top right: The fit
quality 2 for a scan of the spectral index and maximum rigidity at the
sources for the same scenario as in the top left plot. Bottom: Same as
the top row but for a fit range of E > 1018 eV.
5.2 Results
5.2.1 Fit to the Energy Spectrum
In the first approach a mere fit to the energy spectrum is executed for the three
composition scenarios introduced above. Starting with a pure proton composition at
the sources the upper left plot in Fig. 5.4 displays the good agreement of the energy
spectrum from the simulation with the data. The fit results in a 2=ndf = 1:4 for a
spectral index of  =  2:2, consistent with Fermi acceleration [47, 48] and a maximum
rigidity of Rmax = 1019:6 eV as also listed in Tab. 5.1. The upper right plot of Fig. 5.4
shows the 2 of the fit for diﬀerent combinations of  and Rmax in a scan of these
parameter spaces. This scan is given to supply an overview whereas the fit itself
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Figure 5.5: Top row: Same as the top row of Fig. 5.4 but assuming the HHeNFe
composition at the sources. Bottom row: Same as the top row but using
the GCRSC composition scenario.
is performed using simultaneous minimization procedure as described in Sec. 5.1.3.
Here, one minimum is found. As already mentioned in Sec. 2.1.2 the Berezinsky dip
model allows a transition from galactic to extra-galactic CR flux at energies below
1018 eV in case of strongly proton dominated sources. But extending the fit range
down to 1018 eV it is not possible to describe the energy spectrum properly. This is
indicated by a bad fit quality of 2=ndf = 20:9 and also visible in the comparison
of the simulated energy spectrum with data in the bottom left plot in Fig. 5.4. In
the simulation the flux suppression at the highest energies sets in too late and the
accumulation of protons above the pair production threshold is too weak. It seems
that the standard assumption chosen in this chapter disfavours the Berezinsky dip
model. However, this will be restudied in Sec. 5.2.5 taking an alternative assumptions
for the source evolution into account.
From Tab. 5.1 and Fig. 5.5 one can read that both mixed composition scenarios
show a similar  and Rmax compared to the fit to proton sources for E > 1018:7 eV.
The fit quality is even better with 2=ndf = 0:9 for the GCRSC and 2=ndf = 1:3
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Figure 5.6: Left: 2 for the combined fit of the energy spectrum, hXmaxi and (Xmax)
displayed for a scan in  and Rmax assuming the HHeNFe scenario in the
simulation.Right: Same as the left plot but only scanning  whereas Rmax
is determined by the fit procedure.
for the HHeNFe scenario. All three source mass compositions are able to fit the
energy spectrum with parameters which are in agreement to common source candidate
models.
Comparison with other Studies Similar studies are done for the proton dip model
by Kotera et al. [65], for the GCRSC done by Allard et al. [93] and the HHeNFe model
done by Boncioli et al. [153]. In most of these cases not a complete fit is performed
or older data is used. Even though the spectral indices found for the pure proton
spectrum fit agree with our work.
5.2.2 Standard Scenarios
After fitting only the energy spectrum in the previous section, in this section also
the first two momenta of Xmax are simultaneously fitted together with the energy
spectrum.
Proton In case of the pure proton composition scenario the hXmaxi and (Xmax)
predictions are obviously always in disagreement with the proton expectations and
therefore do not agree with the data from the Pierre Auger Collaboration. Hence,
the fit parameters do not change but the fit quality decreases from 2=ndf  1:4 to
2=ndf  114:4. Conclusively, a pure proton composition is not in agreement with
data from the Pierre Auger Observatory.
HHeNFe Fitting the four component composition two minima are found as can be
seen in Fig. 5.6, where the fit quality is given for a scan in  and Rmax. The first
minimum is found for an extreme spectral index of  = 0 with a maximum rigidity of
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Figure 5.7: Energy spectrum ( top left) hXmaxi ( top right) and (Xmax) ( bottom row)
from simulations assuming the HHeNFe composition scenario and with
parameters derived from a combined fit for the energy range E > 1018:7 eV.
The simulated entities are plotted for both minima of the fit results as
described in the text. The data from the Pierre Auger Observatory [95]
and for the Xmax moments the expectation lines for protons and iron at
the observer are additionally plotted.
Rmax = 10
18:4 eV and a source composition dominated by hydrogen and nitrogen nuclei.
In addition to the energy spectrum also the hXmaxi and the (Xmax) development are
roughly described as seen in Fig. 5.7. With a cut-oﬀ energy which lies below the
GZK threshold the scaling of the maximum energy with the charge of the nuclei is
also preserved for the observed cosmic rays as shown in the left plot of Fig. 5.8. The
resulting transition from light to heavy mass composition at the observer causes the
transition of hXmaxi and (Xmax) to lower values with energy as seen in the data.
The main concern of this result is that no theoretical prediction exist for such a hard
spectral index.
The second minimum is found at reasonable spectral index of  =  1:9, Rmax =
1019:7 eV and a source composition dominated by a heavy component. The disad-
vantage is a poor description of the (Xmax) distribution which leads to a higher
2=ndf  7:1 compared to 2=ndf  5:0 for the first minimum. The observed maxi-
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Figure 5.8: Same as the top left plot of Fig. 5.7 but with the energy spectra of diﬀerent
individual mass groups at the observer. Left: 1. minimum Right: 2.
minimum
mum energy is heavily influenced by the energy losses during the propagation leading
to a dominant secondary proton fraction up to  1019:5 eV as shown in the right plot of
Fig. 5.8. Hence no transition to heavier nuclei is observed at the energies relevant for
the Xmax comparison with data. Despite this diﬀerences both minima show a worse
description than in the mere spectrum fit.
GCRSC Corresponding to the results of the first mixed composition model also in
the the GCRSC model two minima are found as seen in Fig. 5.9. The first one is
at  =  1:9, Rmax = 1019:7 eV with very heavy composition of kc = 100 and the
second one at  =  1, Rmax = 1018:7 eV and kc = 37. In contrast to the HHeNFe case
both minima show similar fit quality whereby the minimum with the softer spectral
index is with 2=ndf  7 even better than the minimum with the hard spectral index
with 2=ndf  7:2. Although having again a very hard source spectrum in the latter
case the value is moderate compared to the previous composition assumption and in
Sec. 2.1.5 some theoretical predictions are also presented for this result. For the second
minimum the hXmaxi and (Xmax) development show a tendency of a transition from a
light to a heavy composition with rising energy, which is also seen in the data. Despite
this feature especially the hXmaxi predictions do not match the data resulting in a bad
fit quality. For the parameter set of the first minimum the hXmaxi shows a constant
intermediate value between proton and iron and (Xmax) a very high value near the
proton expectation for the whole energy range. As mentioned, both minima show
again a worse fit quality than in the fit which considers only the energy spectrum.
Although the HHeNFe scenario shows a slightly better fit for the first minimum the
overall bad fit quality does not allow to discriminate between the HHeNFe and GCRSC
scenarios.
Comparison with other Studies The result of the fit for the HHeNFe scenario
corresponds with the two archetypal models fit to the Auger 2009 data [163, 164] by
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Figure 5.9: Same as Fig. 5.7 but for the GCRSC composition scenario.
Taylor [165]. The first assuming low maximum energy and dominant proton abundance
yielding hard spectral index  =  1 as no harder spectra are considered in that work.
The second scenario presumes higher cut-oﬀ energies and an enhanced heavy nuclei
component leading to spectral indices near  =  2 claiming that both scenarios supply
an adequate description of the data. Two very similar studies were done by Boncioli
et al. [153, 166] and Walz et al. [155, 167] where also a full combined fit is performed
very similar to the one in this work. A very good agreement for the second maximum
is found using similar assumptions. As in these studies also spectral indices harder
than 0 are considered, a first minimum at  = 1:5 is found. Constraining the range
of the spectral index to that of this work yields the same results. Also some earlier
work by Riggi et al. [156] showed the preference of the data of a hard spectral index
below  =  1. Furthermore, Boncioli et al. [166] and Walz et al. [167] repeated the
propagation simulations with a photodisintegration cross section that match better to
data. This shows very small influence on the second minima in the fit but yields a
softer spectral index in case of the first minima ranging from  =  0:4 by Walz et al.
to  =  1 in case of Boncioli et al.
The desire for a hard spectral index or a high abundance of heavier nuclei for a good
fit for the GCRSC scenario agrees with the studies of Allard et al. [93]. In that work
a spectral index of  =  1:6 is said to be necessary to fit the data. As no combined
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fit is performed and no parameter range of the study is given this result can not be
compared directly with this work.
5.2.3 Influence of Technical Assumptions on the Fit Results
In the following the fit on the second minimum of the standard HHeNFe scenario is
used to give an idea of the influence of some assumptions which are made in this
thesis and which are introduced in Sec. 5.1.4. These assumptions are the shape of
the cut-oﬀ, the time evolution of the infrared background, the diﬀerent high energy
extrapolations of the hadronic interactions to calculate hXmaxi in the atmosphere
and the photodisintegration cross sections used in the intergalactic propagation. The
standard scenario used here slightly departs from the one specified in Sec. 5.1.1 by
using the photodisintegration cross sections from TALYS in the version 1.0 instead of
the version 1.6.
For these sensitivity tests all assumptions despite the studied one are set to the
standard used in this thesis.
Choice of Cut-Oﬀ Function In all source models a maximum energy at the sources
scaled by the charge Z of the nuclei is assumed. This corresponds to the fact that in the
most theories of acceleration processes [51] as described in Sec. 2.1.5 a higher charge
causes a higher Lorentz force which allows a longer containment in the acceleration
area and hence a higher resulting energy. The shape of the cut-oﬀ of the energy
spectrum is not well known. Usually an exponential flux suppression with the factor
e Esrc=(ZRmax) is assumed. As can be seen in the top left plot of Fig. 5.10, this cut-oﬀ
influences the cosmic ray flux well below the maximum energy which also leads to a
change of the spectral index at the source in the fit results. An alternative suppression
factor of 1= cosh(Esrc=(Zsrc  Rmax)) is suggested in [168] and significantly reduces the
eﬀect on the spectrum below the cut-oﬀ energy. The combined fit for the above
defined standard scenario shows mainly a change in the spectral index when changing
the 1/cosh cut-oﬀ to an exponential cut-oﬀ as can be seen in Tab. 5.4. To avoid this
eﬀect the cosh cut-oﬀ is used in this thesis.
 lg(Rmax=eV) H He N Fe 
2=ndf
exp cut-oﬀ  1:7 19:6 0 0 74 26 216/27
cosh cut-oﬀ  1:9 19:6 0 0 71 29 243/27
Table 5.4: Results derived by a combined fit of the energy spectrum, hXmaxi and
(Xmax) from simulations to the data from the Pierre Auger Observa-
tory [95]. A standard scenario with the HHeNFe source composition as
specified in the text is used. The range of spectra indices is limited to
 <  1. Diﬀerent functions to realize the cut-oﬀ of the energy spectrum
are used.
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Figure 5.10: Top left: Comparison of the diﬀerent suppression functions as introduced
in the text for Emax = 1019 eV. Top right and bottom row: Observed
energy spectrum hXmaxi and (Xmax) from simulations using the HHeNFe
composition and parameters derived by a combined fit using the two
diﬀerent cut-oﬀ functions for the energy spectrum at the sources.
Evolution of the Infrared Background For the infrared background the version
of Kneiske et al. [2] is used. The development of the infrared photon density with
redshift z is done with an individual scaling interfered from a fit to according data [2]
as introduced in Sec. 2.4.4. A comparison with the simplified assumption of a CMB-
like scaling of the infrared background shows only minor diﬀerences in the fit results
as listed in Tab. 5.5.
 lg(Rmax=eV) H He N Fe 
2=ndf
Kneiske CMB scaling  1:9 19:6 0 0 71 29 243/27
Kneiseke best fit  1:9 19:6 0 0 73 27 256/27
Table 5.5: Same as shown in Tab. 5.4 but using two diﬀerent evolution of the infrared
background as described in the text.
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Diﬀerent Interaction Models for Calculating the Xmax Moments As mentioned
before, the calculation of the first two moments of Xmax is done by air shower sim-
ulations which uses extrapolations of hadronic interaction features to the cosmic ray
energies. Diﬀerent models exist and their variety can be seen as the uncertainty ex-
isting for these extrapolations. With the knowledge of the recent LHC data [169]
it was possible to improve these models to the two new versions Epos LHC [162],
QGSJetII04 [170]. Epos LHC shows the best agreement with LHC data [169] and will
be therefore used in this work. The influence of these two models and the three older
models Epos 1.99 [171], Sibyll 2.1 [172] and QGSJetII [173] which can be seen as the
most used ones in astroparticle physics on the fit results is tested. Table 5.6 shows
mostly small variations of the fit parameters. Only in case of QGSJetII a change to a
helium dominated source composition in contrast to the nitrogen dominated compo-
sition of the other interaction models is observed. The biggest impact can be seen in
the fit quality, which ranges from 2=ndf = 6:6 in case of QGSJetII to 2=ndf = 10:6
for QGSJetII04. For the recent two models, Epos LHC shows the better fit.
 lg(Rmax=eV) H He N Fe 
2=ndf
Epos 1.99  1:9 19:6 0 0 73 27 256/27
Sibyll 2.1  1:9 19:7 20 0 69 11 227/27
QGSJetII  2:0 19:9 6 62 29 3 177/27
Epos LHC  1:9 19:7 0 0 74 26 202/27
QGSJetII 04  1:9 19:8 7 0 85 8 287/27
Table 5.6: Same as shown in Tab. 5.4 but using diﬀerent extrapolations of the inter-
action models to calculate hXmaxi and (Xmax) from the simulated compo-
sition as described in the text.
TAYLS As already mentioned in Sec. 4.1 the calculation of the photodisintegra-
tion cross sections with the TALYS [140] framework is improved. The change from
TALYS1.0 to TALYS1.6 causes nearly no change in the fit parameters but an increase
in the fit quality as can be seen in in Tab. 5.7. This improvement is due to larger
energy loss length caused by lower photodisintegration cross section from TALYS 1.6
that reduces the secondaries at low energies. It should be mentioned here that recent
comparison of this cross sections with data [166, 167] show no good agreement. Al-
though the TALYS 1.6 cross sections will be used in this work, the potential influence
 lg(Rmax=eV) H He N Fe 
2=ndf
Talys 1.0  1:9 19:7 0 0 74 26 202/27
Talys 1.6  1:9 19:7 0 0 74 27 194/27
Table 5.7: Same as shown in Tab. 5.4 but using diﬀerent models for the cross section
of the photodisintegration for the propagation simulations as described in
the text.
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Figure 5.11: Energy spectrum from simulations with diﬀerent fixed Rmax and other
parameters derived from a combined fit. Left: Assuming a pure proton
scenario and a fit for energies E > 1018 eV.Right: Assuming the HHeNFe
scenario with a fit for E > 1018:7 eV and using the minimum with  <  1.
on the result is mentioned in Sec. 5.2 by a comparison to other studies.
5.2.4 GZK vs. Exhausted Sources
As already mentioned in Sec. 2.1.2 the suppression of the cosmic ray flux above 1019:6 eV
is confirmed by the data [95]. The question arises whether this behavior is due to prop-
agation eﬀects, namely the GZK-eﬀect, or because of the end of the energy spectrum
at the sources. As seen in Sec. 5.2.2 the fit prefers a source spectrum which is cut-oﬀ
at a maximum rigidity in the range [1018:4; 1020:1] eV, depending on the source mass
composition. In Fig. 5.11 the fit results for increasing fixed Rmax show that the mere
flux suppression due to the energy loss during the propagation causes a cut-oﬀ above
the one observed by the Pierre Auger Observatory [95] which leads to a significantly
reduced fit quality for a source accelerating cosmic rays to very high maximum rigid-
ity as can be seen in the Tab. 5.8 and Tab. 5.9. This is observed in case of mixed
composition as well as for pure proton sources. Again, a sole energy spectrum fit is
performed for proton sources and a combined fit for the HHeNFe sources. Conclu-
sively, the energy spectrum and the Xmax moments of the Pierre Auger Observatory
disfavours the GZK eﬀect as the only reason for the flux suppression which can be
seen at highest energies.
5.2.5 Alternative Source Evolution Scenarios
Up to now, uniform source distributions are assumed. As already mentioned in
Sec. 2.1.6, most candidates for cosmic ray sources are more likely to show an in-
crease in source density with redshift. In this section the combined fit is performed
with sources distributed according to the star formation rate (SFR) and to quasars
as introduced in Sec. 2.1.6. For the here relevant redshift below z = 1 the density 
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lg(Rmax=eV)  
2=ndf
19.6 -2.2 17.1 / 13
20.0 -2.5 144.5 / 13
21.0 -2.6 322.3 / 13
23.5 -2.6 332.3 / 13
Table 5.8: Results derived for a fit of the energy spectrum from simulations to the data
from the Pierre Auger Observatory [95]. The standard scenario with proton
sources is used where diﬀerent fixed maximum rigidities are assumed. The
fit is done for energies E > 1018:7 eV.
lg(Rmax=eV)  H He N Fe 2=ndf
19.7 -1.9 0.0 0.0 74.5 25.5 193.9 / 28
20.0 -2.0 0.0 0.5 77.7 21.7 236.6 / 28
21.0 -2.3 0.0 73.9 0.0 26.1 418.9 / 28
22.0 -2.3 0.0 73.6 0.0 26.4 442.0 / 28
Table 5.9: Same as Tab. 5.8 but for a combined fit of the spectrum, hXmaxi and
(Xmax) and the HHeNFe mass composition scenario.
increases for SFR sources with (z) / (1 + z)3:4 whereas quasars show an even steeper
increase. The pure proton scenarios for an early and a late galactic to extragalactic
transition as well as the four component scenario are chosen for this study. Note that
again only a fit to the energy spectrum is performed in case of proton sources. The
results in Tab. 5.10–5.12 and Fig. 5.12–5.13 show a hardening of the spectral index
with increasing steepness of the source evolution for all three mass scenarios. In case
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Figure 5.12: Predicted energy spectrum with parameters derived by a fit of the energy
spectrum assuming three diﬀerent source evolutions scenarios as described
in the text assuming further pure proton sources. Left: Fit done for the
energy range Emin = 1018:7 eV. Right: Fit done for the energy range
Emin = 10
18 eV.
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Figure 5.13: Predicted energy spectrum, hXmaxi and (Xmax) energy evolution with
parameters derived by a combined fit assuming three diﬀerent source
evolutions scenarios as described in the text assuming further the HHeNFe
composition scenario.
of the mixed mass and proton composition with a fit above E = 1018:7 eV the maxi-
mum rigidity shows no significant change. For the HHeNFe scenario the heaviness of
the mass composition also increases with steeper source evolution. Cosmic rays from
more distant sources undergo more interactions and hence mainly contribute the flux
at low energies. The increase of more distant sources in case of SFR and quasars leads
to an higher abundance at low energies. Both, a harder source spectrum and a heav-
ier composition can compensate this overabundance. Due to the rigidity dependent
cut-oﬀ lighter nuclei at the source also contribute to lower observed energies. Hence,
lower abundances of lighter cosmic rays leads to lower fluxes at lower energies. In both
late galactic to extragalactic transition scenarios SFR and quasars source evolution
assumptions lead to a significantly worse fit compared to uniform sources.
Regarding again a fit for E > 1018 eV for proton sources, as suggested by Beresinzky
et al. [27], the fit improves for SFR sources. As already seen in Sec. 5.2.1 the increased
abundance of cosmic rays above the threshold energy for proton pair production was
not strong enough to mimic the ankle in the Auger data for a uniform source dis-
tribution. An increased source evolution as in case of SFR leads to more secondary
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 lg(Rmax=eV) 
2=ndf
uniform -2.2 19.6 16.7 / 12
SFR -2.1 19.6 20.0 / 12
quasars -1.7 19.5 50.1 / 12
Table 5.10: Results derived for a fit of the energy spectrum from simulations to the
data from the Pierre Auger Observatory [95]. Proton sources are used and
diﬀerent evolutions of the source density are tested assuming otherwise
the standard scenario as specified in the text. The fit is done for energies
E > 1018:7 eV.
 lg(Rmax=eV) 
2=ndf
uniform -2.6 20.1 397.7 / 19
SFR -2.4 20.0 282.8 / 19
quasars -2.2 19.8 531.0 / 19
Table 5.11: Same as Tab. 5.10 but with a fit done for E > 1018 eV.
 lg(Rmax=eV) H He N Fe 2=ndf
uniform -1.9 19.7 0.0 0.0 74.5 25.5 193.4 / 26
SFR -1.6 19.6 0.0 0.0 46.8 53.2 272.6 / 26
quasars -1.3 19.8 0.2 0.0 0.0 99.8 439.6 / 26
Table 5.12: Same as Tab. 5.10 but with a combined fit of the spectrum, hXmaxi and
(Xmax) and the HHeNFe source composition scenario used for the simu-
lations.
protons from pair production and hence a more prominent pair production dip which
fits better the data. But still a high maximum rigidity is needed to ensure enough low
energy cosmic rays which still leads to a worse fit than in case of only considering cos-
mic rays above the ankle in the fit. In case of source distribution according to quasars
the fit is even worse. Conclusively, also for more realistic source evolution scenarios
the Beresinzky dip model seems to be disfavoured by the Auger data regarding the
bad fit quality.
Related to this result, in Sec. 5.2.7 an additional nearby source population is in-
troduced to an otherwise uniform source population which can be seen as a negative
source evolution.
Comparison with other Studies The spectral indices agree with similar studies
done by [93, 65], although Rmax is not included in the fit performed in these works.
5.2.6 Magnetic Suppression
So far no influence of magnetic fields are considered in the propagation of the cosmic
rays. As described in Sec. 2.3, extragalactic magnetic fields are already measured for
some regions in the universe and predictions for the remaining space exist. These
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Figure 5.14: Energy spectrum, hXmaxi and (Xmax) for diﬀerent strength of the mag-
netic suppression as described in the text assuming a HHeNFe source
composition. Parameters are taken from the combined fit with the simu-
lation without magnetic field and with  <  1.
fields lead to a prolongation of the propagation time. This magnetic diﬀusion eﬀect
causes a suppression of the cosmic ray flux which increases for decreasing energies. In
the one dimensional mode of CRPropa magnetic diﬀusion is not considered. To study
this eﬀect the following parametrization of the suppression factor
G(x) = exp

  (aXs)

x + bx

with
Xs  dsp
RH lc
' ds
65Mpc
r
Mpc
lc
derived by Mollerach at al. [168] is used. Here x = E=(Z  Ec) contains the critical
energy Ec at which the coherence length lc of the magnetic field is equal to the Larmor
radius. ds is the average distance between sources and a; b;  and  are parameters
derived in [168]. This result is only derived assuming Rmax = 4  10EeV. This is valid
for the first minimum in the HHeNFe scenario. For the second one the maximum
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Figure 5.15: Same as in Fig. 5.7 but with considering flux suppression eﬀects due to
EGMF as described in the text with suppression parameters Ec = 1018 eV
and Xs = 1.
rigidity is slightly above this value. Here this analytic result has to be seen as an
approximation.
Throughout this section Xs = 1 will be used which is given as a reasonable assump-
tion in [168]. Further, lc = 1Mpc which is an often used assumption [168], leads to
a source density of 3:6  10 6=Mpc 3. In Fig. 5.14 the impact of varying Ec=Z within
1017:5–1019:1 eV is studied. These values correspond to a magnetic field of 0:34–15nG,
which are the mean magnetic field values from diﬀerent LSS simulations as already
mentioned in Sec. 2.2. These values lie well below the upper limits of 0.3G found
for intergalactic magnetic fields [77]. The eﬀect on the Xmax moments are moderate
compared to the eﬀect on the spectrum that range from nearly no suppression for the
lowest magnetic fields up to an attenuation of one order of magnitude at low energies
for the strongest magnetic fields.
Fit with Medium Magnetic Diﬀusion Eﬀect The fit is now redone assuming an
intermediate critical energy of Z  Ec = 1018 eV which also is used in [168] and corre-
sponds to a magnetic field strength of 1.1 nG. According to the results without mag-
netic field consideration shown in Sec. 5.2.2 two minima are found which are listed
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Figure 5.16: Same as in Fig. 5.15 but with a fixed spectral index of  =  2 and Ec
included in the combined fit. Top left: The fit quality 2 for a scan
of the maximum rigidity at the sources and the critical energy Ec which
controls the strength of the magnetic flux suppression as described in the
text.
in Tab. 5.13. Compared to the fit without magnetic fields the first minimum, which
is now at  =  0:2, shows a softer source spectrum whereas the second minimum
at  =  1:7 has a harder spectrum and an increased proton component. The softer
source spectrum for the first minimum increases the low energetic particle with respect
to the high energetic and hence the suppression from magnetic fields can be compen-
sated. In case of the second minimum the flux decrease at low energies is compensated
by increasing the proton fraction at source which also allows a harder spectral index
and lower maximum rigidity. The latter change allows a better description of the Xmax
moments which can be seen in Fig. 5.15. For both maxima an improvement of the fit
quality can be observed.
Fitting the Strength of the Magnetic Diﬀusion Finally a spectral index of  =
 2 is forced as expected by the classic Fermi acceleration and the strength of the
magnetic suppression is fitted by regarding Ec as a fit parameter. The result as
shown in Tab. 5.14 and Fig. 5.16 is an even better fit with 2=ndf  3:4 compared
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lg(Ec=eV) lg(Rmax=eV) H He N Fe 2=ndf
19.7 19.1 9.8 0.0 81.4 8.8 91.8 / 27
Z  Ec < 1019:1 19.1 19.1 17.6 0.0 70.1 12.3 115.2 / 27
Table 5.14: Same as Tab. 5.13 but for fixed  =  2 and including Ec in the fit.
to the first minimum without considering magnetic fields with 2=ndf  5 as shown
in Sec. 5.2.2. For this result the critical energy of Ec = 1019:7 eV is needed which
translates to a very high magnetic field of B = 55 nG exceeding the higher bound
from LSS simulation of 15 nG. Constraining the fit to this upper bound for magnetic
field by choosing Ec = 1019:1 eV leads to 2=ndf  4:2 which is still an improvement
to the first minimum of Sec. 5.2.2. In general the influence of the magnetic field due
to this analytic expression are stronger as for example expected from 3d simulations
including cosmological eﬀects as done by [174]. For this reason the results of this
section are not considered in chapter 7.
Comparison with other Studies The improvement of fit quality due to magnetic
diﬀusion eﬀect shown here is also concluded by Mollerach et al. [168] and Taylor et
al. [152, 165] although not a systematic fit is performed in these publications.
5.2.7 Study with Additional Source Populations
Up to now one population of sources with equal properties is assumed. Some features
in the data of the Pierre Auger Observatory cannot be described with this assump-
tion. In this section, additional source populations are introduced to achieve a better
agreement with the data. Two diﬀerent motivations for this procedure are discussed.
These scenarios are based on the standard scenario with the HHeNFe composition as
introduced in Sec. 5.2.2 with uniform sources and no consideration of magnetic fields.
Additional Proton Component The first motivation arises from the fact that the
data from the Pierre Auger Collaboration indicates a special feature of the hXmaxi and
(Xmax) evolution with energy. Despite an overall decreasing of this two observables
with increasing energy above  1018:2 eV a weakening of this decrease is seen around
 1019:3 eV. This feature is caused due to some deeply penetrating showers around
1019:5 eV. As seen in Sec. 5.2.2 the first minimum in the fit for the four component
scenario can roughly reproduce the Xmax momenta, but omitting this special feature.
This feature is not possible to be reproduced by one source population where all sources
have the same properties.
As the observed feature indicates a lightening of the composition for intermediate
energies, an additional proton component seems to be a natural choice to approximate
this behavior. At first, this proton sources are assumed uniform corresponding to the
mixed sources. As energy losses due to propagation eﬀects would reduce the proton
component at energies above the GZK cut-oﬀ also a scenario with near proton source
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Figure 5.17: Same as in Fig. 5.7 but assuming an additional uniform proton source
population in the simulation. The energy spectrum, hXmaxi and (Xmax)
are displayed individually for the proton and HHeNFe sources as well
as for the sum of these two populations. The source parameters are
according to the first minima of the combined fit.
at 4Mpc is tested allowing a more targeted lightening of the observed composition.
The latter scenario obviously can also be interpreted as a number of near sources
instead of one single source. The proton source population in both scenarios have
an individual spectral index and maximum rigidity. This is necessary to achieve an
increased proton component at higher energy.
For the additional uniform proton sources the relative abundance is scaled with
sproton. A value of sproton = 1 corresponds to same amount of emitted primaries at
the mixed sources and the additional proton sources at a reference energy of 1018 eV.
The scaling factor sproton along with the spectral index proton and maximum rigidity
Rprotonmax at the additional proton sources are additional fit parameters. The ranges for
the new parameters are proton 2 [ 3; 0:4], for lg(Rprotonmax =eV) 2 [18:4; 22:4] and for
sproton 2 [0; 100]. The resulting parameters from the fit are listed in Tab. 5.15. As one
can see in Fig. 5.17 the hXmaxi and (Xmax) evolution are better described now. As
a result the quality of the fit improves in comparison to the four component scenario
without additional proton component from 2min=ndf = 5:1 to 2min=ndf = 3:2. For
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Figure 5.18: Same as in Fig. 5.7 but assuming an additional near proton source pop-
ulation at a disatnce of 4Mpc in the simulation. The energy spectrum,
hXmaxi and (Xmax) are displayed individually for the near proton and
HHeNFe sources as well as for the sum of these two populations. The
source parameters are according to the first minima of the combined fit.
the best fit the background sources have still an extreme spectral index of  = 0:0,
a very low maximum rigidity of Rmax = 1018:3 eV and a light source composition as
already seen for the best fit without the near source. One should note that with
near =  2:2 the spectral index for the proton source is in good agreement to spectral
index predicted from Fermi acceleration. As expected, Rprotonmax > Rmax is found for
the fit. For the best fit a high luminosity of the proton sources with sproton = 29:6 is
needed.
The flux of the nearby source is scaled for all energies relatively to the mixed sources
with the scale factor sprotonnear in a way such that sprotonnear = 1 corresponds to the near
source emitting the same amount of particles at the energy of 1018 eV as one of the
background sources. Here a source density of src = 2:6910 4Mpc 3 is assumed for the
background sources. This density corresponds to the AGN given in the Véron-Cetty
and Véron Catalog [122] within 75Mpc to the Earth and will be used in chapter 7 for
studies referring to arrival directions. The results in Fig. 5.18 and Tab. 5.16 show that
with 2min=ndf = 2:1 the best result is achieved for this scenario. Even in the second
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Figure 5.19: Same as in Fig. 5.7 but assuming an additional near HHeNFe source
population at a distance of 4Mpc in the simulation. The energy spectrum,
hXmaxi and (Xmax) are displayed individually for the near and uniform
HHeNFe sources as well as for the sum of these two populations. The
source parameters are according to the first minima of the combined fit.
minimum a good fit is achieved compared to the four component scenario without
additional proton sources which can not be achieved with an additional uniform proton
population.
Additional Nearby Mixed Sources A second motivation for an additional source is
the bad (Xmax) agreement seen in the fit in Sec. 5.2.2 demanding an  compatible
with Fermi acceleration. A lighter mass composition is seen compared to the Auger
data. As mainly heavy particles are injected these lighter nuclei are produced in
interactions during the propagation. One way to reduce this secondary cosmic rays is
to introduce a nearby source at 4Mpc distance. The source composition, spectral index
and maximum rigidity are chosen according to the uniform HHeNFe scenario. The
relative flux of the near source is scaled to the uniform sources with the parameter
sHHeNFenear . As in the previous study sHHeNFenear = 1 corresponds to the same amount of
cosmic rays being emitted at the energy of 1018 eV from the near source as from one
of the uniform sources at the same energy. The fit results as listed in Tab. 5.17 are
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very similar to the results for the second minimum assuming uniform sources despite
that the fit quality improves to 2min=ndf = 4:7 from 2min=ndf = 7:1. The presence of
a near source with sHHeNFenear = 1:4 contributes mainly to the flux at the highest energies
and is able to reduce the (Xmax) values to enable a better agreement with Auger
data as seen in Fig. 5.19. A minimum at very hard spectral indices is not found for
this scenario.
In general the results for these additional nearby sources can be seen as an indication
of a local source over-density and can also be related to an negative evolution of sources
in contrast to the positive evolution studied in Sec. 5.2.5.
Comparison with other Studies This result agrees with those in [175] where it is
shown that hard spectral indices can be avoided for a mixed composition scenarios
by using a negative cosmological evolution. A physical motivation for such a source
evolution could be given by measurements of low-luminosity BL Lac objects [176].
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5.2.8 Scenario Variable Source Spectral Index
In the previous sections mostly the simple assumption of equal spectral indices for all
sources is made. Diﬀerent possible candidates like AGNs, GRBs or pulsars are assumed
which prefer diﬀerent spectral indices as already described in Sec. 2.1.5. Additionally,
the properties of possible acceleration sites from one source candidate should alter
the spectral index. In the last section we already used proton sources with diﬀerent
source spectra than for mixed composition sources. In this section a scenario with
non uniform spectral index distribution is studied. For this purpose cosmic rays are
emitted at 100 equidistant source distances from 4Mpc to 2600Mpc. The spectral
index of each source distance is taken from a Gauss distribution with a mean value of
 and a spread of .
 is used in the fit instead of  and three scenarios with  =0.2, 0.4 and 0.6 are
tested.
The assignment of the spectral indices to the diﬀerent source distances has an impact
on the results. To take this into account 60 realizations are performed for each of the
three scenarios. The average and the RMS for the best fit scenarios from the 60
realizations are shown in Tab. 5.18.
For  = 0:2 no significant change in the fit results can be seen when comparing with
the mean of the results of the 60 realizations. For the scenarios with higher variations of
the spectral index the fit gets worse for most realizations. Also an increasing variation
between the single realizations can be observed. This behavior is obvious as larger
diﬀerences in the spectral index are possible. Note that for this study simulations
with the old Talys 1.0 are performed and the hXmaxi and (Xmax) parametrization
with Epos 1.99 instead of Epos LHC is used.
5.3 Summary and Conclusion
In this chapter a variety of astrophysical scenarios are studied on their ability to mimic
the energy spectrum and Xmax moments measured by the Pierre Auger Collaboration.
For each scenario predictions for these cosmic ray properties obtained with the Monte
Carlo code CRPropa are fitted to the data above the ankle of the cosmic ray spec-
trum at 1018:7 eV. This procedure constraints the potential sources with respect to the
spectral index of the energy spectrum, the maximum rigidity and the relative abun-
dances of elements. In the beginning three composition scenarios are tested for a set of
standard assumptions which are continuous uniform sources, no magnetic field and an
infrared photon background from Kneiske et al. [2]. Pure proton sources are only able
to predict a reasonable energy spectrum but are not able to reproduce the measure-
ments of the Xmax moments. Furthermore the reproduction of the energy spectrum
down to 1018 eV as assumed by the pair production dip model for proton dominated
sources is not possible with the current high precision measurements of the energy
spectrum.
The two mixed composition scenarios HHeNFe and GCRSC allow also a descrip-
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tion of the Xmax data although the fit quality is still not convincing. In both mixed
composition cases two minima are found in the fit according to a hard spectral index
 2 [ 1; 0] and low maximum rigidities Rmax 2 [1018:4; 1018:6] eV for the one min-
imum and a ‘Fermi-like’ spectral index  =  1:9 and a higher maximum rigidity
Rmax = 10
19:7 eV for the other. These two mixed composition scenarios can not be
distinguished by the quality of the fit to the data. Furthermore, it is shown that
for the proton composition as well as for the mixed HHeNFe composition scenario a
high energy flux suppression only caused by the energy losses during the extragalactic
propagation is not suﬃcient to describe the data.
Subsequently, the impact of the source evolution and of the magnetic field are stud-
ied. Assuming a source evolution according to the star formation rate and quasars
show in most cases a worse description of the data. Only for the disfavoured proton
sources in the dip model scenario an improvement of the fit for a SFR scenario is seen.
Taking into account eﬀects of magnetic fields by corrections from analytic calculations
by Molerach et al. [168] show a clear improvement of the fit to data. It was also possi-
ble to fix the spectral index to  =  2 as predicted by shock acceleration scenarios and
fit the magnetic field strength. Although this yields very high magnetic field strength
an even better fit quality can be achieved as in the first maximum without magnetic
field. However, compared to a more sophisticated treatment of the eﬀect of magnetic
fields, as possible in 3d-simulations that consider the expansion of the universe, the
here used analytic results seem to yield a too strong flux suppression.
Furthermore, also some additional source populations are introduced to the stan-
dard HHeNFe scenario. This is motivated by theoretical predictions of cosmic ray
source candidates as well as some special features of the Xmax data. Here, proton
sources at a distance of 4Mpc improve the fit quality allowing a better description
of special features of the Xmax moments. Also an improvement is achieved with an
additional population of mixed HHeNFe sources at 4Mpc distance that improves the
fit to the Xmax data. This improvement can be explained due to the fact, that for
the contribution of the near source a lower production of secondaries is yield. In this
scenario also a result with a extreme hard spectral index can be avoided.
Finally, a distribution of spectral indices among the sources is tested which is not
favoured by the combined fit.
Summarised, pure proton sources are disfavoured in general. Mixed compositions
allow a better description of the data, whereas eﬀects from extragalactic magnetic fields
and near source population provide the best predictions from astrophysical scenarios
to the data.
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6 Secondary Photons and Neutrinos
In this chapter UHE photon and neutrino fluxes are discussed which are produced as
secondaries during cosmic ray propagation. Although not detected yet, the observation
of cosmic rays above 1020 eV demands the existence of these secondaries and the search
for these particles is an important part of current astroparticle physics. CRPropa [2]
is an excellent tool to predict the expected fluxes for these additional messengers as
well as to conclude on sources of cosmic rays due to the absence of these secondary
fluxes. Both cases will be addressed in this chapter and the discrimination power of
UHE photons and neutrinos referred to parameters of the astrophysical scenarios will
be compared to each other.
6.1 Study on Photon Flux
As described in Sec. 3.3.3 the non-observation of photons already leads to the exclu-
sion of many top-down cosmic ray source models. The observation of photons would
provide better directional information on the sources, as photons point back to their
sources. As UHE photons have only a small energy loss length compared to cosmic
ray nuclei or neutrinos the flux of photons would supply an information on the source
distribution in the nearby universe. In this section the photon flux will be discussed
starting with a general study of the importance of diﬀerent parameters of the poten-
tial cosmic ray sources and the astrophysical environment. After explaining the basic
dependencies, a prediction is made assuming reasonable parameter ranges defined by
astrophysical considerations and experimental data. Furthermore, the possibility is
tested to constrain the parameters of the scenarios with current experimental limits
on the UHE photon flux and fraction as well as with future sensitivities. The contri-
bution of the secondary photon flux to the observed fluxes of GeV photons as well as
the consideration of dominant nearby sources are studied. At the end of the section
the impact of an additional photon flux produced directly in the vicinity of the sources
is studied.
6.1.1 Simulation Setup
As in chapter 5, 1d cosmic ray simulations are performed assuming continuous sources
up to 2800Mpc. More distant sources do not contribute to the photon flux as showed
in Sec. 6.1.2. A pure proton and a pure iron composition with a power-law energy
spectrum and a rigidity dependent cosh cut-oﬀ as used in chapter 5 are assumed. The
absolute normalization of the photon flux is taken from the normalization of the cosmic
ray flux to the Auger data [95] at 1019 eV. As described in Sec. 4.1 the electromagnetic
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Figure 6.1: Integral photon flux and cosmic ray flux (left) as well as the integral photon
fraction (right) as function of the energy threshold Ethr. The influence of
 is displayed for a standard scenario assuming pure proton sources as
specified in the text.
cascades in 1d simulation are collectively propagated. Hence, no information on the
mother particle is stored in the simulation. To do a reweighting of the photon energy
spectrum, as done in the previous chapter, cosmic rays are simulated at discrete en-
ergies with step size of  logEsrc = 0:1. The comparison to simulations without this
discretization of source energies do not show a significant deviation of the photon flux
with respect to the discrete procedure.
6.1.2 Parameter Studies
The production of UHE photons as well as their extragalactic propagation are influ-
enced by a wide range of parameters. In the following, the dependence of the photon
flux and fraction on the succeeding source properties is studied:
 energy spectrum,
 maximum rigidity,
 maximum distance of the sources to Earth,
 the evolution of the sources with redshift,
as well as attributes of the intergalactic space:
 radio background and
 magnetic fields.
For this purpose a benchmark scenario with proton sources uniformly distributed up
to 2800Mpc, an energy spectrum with  =  2 up to a rigidity of Rmax = 1020 eV, the
infrared background photon field by Kneiske et al. [2], a weak radio background field
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Figure 6.2: As in Fig. 6.1 but displaying the influence of Rmax
by Protheroe et al. [177] and no magnetic fields are chosen. Based on this benchmark
scenario one parameter of the astrophysical scenario will be altered at once to study
it’s specific impact on the photon flux. Note that the benchmark scenario is selected
to help comparing the influence of diﬀerent parameters of the scenario rather than
considered to be the most realistic one.
Spectral Index Increasing the source spectral index from  =  3 to  =  1 shows
an increase in the integral photon flux of nearly two orders of magnitude which is
uniform for the whole energy range above 1018 eV as shown in the left plot in Fig. 6.1.
A power law energy spectrum with a higher spectral index causes an increase of the
contribution of high energy source protons which are the main origin of the photons
flux. This results in an increase in the overall photon flux for all energies as protons
with E < 1019:7 eV do not significantly contribute to the photon flux. A harder spectral
index at source causes also a higher observed cosmic ray flux at higher energies but a
decreased flux at low energies. Conclusively, the integral photon fraction has a large
increase with a hardening spectrum at lower energies and a weaker increase at higher
energies.
Maximum Rigidity The increase in the the maximum rigidity from 1019 eV to 1021 eV
causes an increase in photon flux and in photon fraction as seen in Fig. 6.2. This
increase is seen at most for higher observed energies in case of the photon flux as
well as for the cosmic ray flux. The development of the photon fraction with energy
indicates an even stronger eﬀect on the photon flux at the highest energies. This can
be explained as for the highest relevant energies the energy loss length for photons
increases while those for protons decreases as seen in Fig. 2.9.
Maximum Distance of Sources To study the source distance dependence of the
photon flux uniformly distributed sources from 4Mpc up to diﬀerent maximum source
distances Dmax between 4Mpc and 3600Mpc are compared. In Fig. 6.3 it can be seen
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Figure 6.3: As in Fig. 6.1 but displaying the influence of the maximum distance Dmax
of the sources.
that the photon flux increases from 4Mpc to 10Mpc and subsequently decreases with
increasing Dmax up to Dmax = 1000Mpc and remains unchanged for higher Dmax.
As described in Sec. 2.4.2 the energy loss length for UHE photons is in the order of
10Mpc for the energies studied here. Hence, the most photons come from nearby
sources resulting in an increase of the photon flux for the two nearest Dmax. Cosmic
rays from more distant sources increase mainly the observed cosmic ray flux which
lead to a decrease of the photon flux due to the normalization procedure. Sources
with a distance higher than 1000Mpc do not contribute to the cosmic ray flux at
the normalisation energy of 1019 eV and hence the photon flux remains unchanged
for Dmax > 1000Mpc. The energy loss length for nucleons is in the order of 10Mpc
above  1019:8 eV and strongly increases at lower energies up to the order of 1000Mpc.
Conclusively, the observed high energy protons arise from nearby sources whereas low
energy protons also survive long travel distances. Because of this the cosmic ray
spectrum shows with decreasing Dmax a decrease for E > 1019 eV and an increase
for E < 1018:5 eV. The photon fraction for energies up to  1020:3 eV increases from
Dmax = 4Mpc to Dmax = 10Mpc and then decreases with increasing Dmax. At higher
energies, where the decreasing cosmic ray flux over-compensates the decrease in the
photon flux an increasing photon fraction is seen with Dmax.
Evolution of Sources Density As already described in Sec. 2.1.6, the evolution of
the comoving source density with redshift z depends on the assumed cosmic ray source
candidates. Diﬀerent source evolution scenarios will be used to cover a reasonable
physical range. The steepness of the increase of the source density with z increases
from uniform sources over SFR [67] to quasars [69] for the here relevant propagated
distances. The density evolution of other cosmic ray source candidates like gamma ray
bursts show an intermediate increase with z relative to the latter two models as shown
by Kotera et al. [65]. The uniform source evolution is considered, as it is frequently
used for example by Taylor et al. [152] or Boncioli et al. [154] and is used in several
sections in this thesis for example in Sec. 5.2.2. Hence, the uniform, the SFR and the
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Figure 6.4: As in Fig. 6.1 but displaying the influence of the source evolution.
quasar evolution will be used.
Figure 6.4 displays a decrease of the photon flux with increasing steepness of the
source evolution as it gives an increased weight to more distant sources which decreases
the photon flux as already seen in the previous Dmax study. According to the Dmax
study an increasing steepness of the source evolution yields a decrease of the cosmic
ray spectrum at the highest energies and an increase at lower energies. Consequently
the photon fraction increases for lower energies and is barely influenced at the highest
energies by the source evolution. The diﬀerence is rather small compared to the
influence of the source spectrum or maximum rigidity.
Radio Background For the study of the influence of the radio background on the
photon flux a lower and a higher radio background from Protheroe et al. [177] is
compared with the scenario with no radio background. In Fig. 6.5 a clear decrease of
the photon flux and fraction is seen for an increasing radio background as photons with
E > 1019 eV mainly lose energy in interaction with the radio background. It should
be mentioned that the influence of the radio background increases with increasing
maximum energy or harder source spectrum. No influence on the cosmic ray spectrum
is seen as expected.
Magnetic Field Considering diﬀerent magnetic fields the mean value from the two
large scale structure simulations as introduced in 2.2 are taken: weak field of 0.34 nG
from [81] and strong field of 15 nG from [84, 79]. Figure 6.6 shows that the impact
of these two magnetic fields compared to a zero magnetic field is mainly visible at
E < 1019 eV. Magnetic fields cause energy losses due to synchrotron radiation of
electrons and positrons emerging from pair production in the electromagnetic cascades.
The energy loss due to synchrotron radiation increases with the magnetic field strength
and kinetic energy of the electron, as shown for example in [178]. For the lower energies
shown in Fig. 6.6 the energy loss length is still large enough to allow several inverse
Compton scattering and pair production processes in the electromagnetic cascade and
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Figure 6.5: As in Fig. 6.1 but displaying the influence of the radio background light.
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Figure 6.6: As in Fig. 6.1 but displaying the influence of the magnetic field.
hence the eﬀect is more pronounced for a stronger magnetic field. At higher energies
the electron-positron pairs immediately loose all their energy leading to a decrease
of the eﬀect. Regarding the maximum rigidity of 1020 eV, photons with E > 1019 eV
mostly arise directly from the first production and do not undergo an electromagnetic
cascade at all. Conclusively, no eﬀect from the magnetic field is seen. In this study
no influence of the magnetic field on the cosmic ray propagation is considered in the
simulation.
Source Mass Composition The choice of the mass of the primary particle has a
significant influence on the photon flux as can be seen in Fig. 6.7. The photon flux
from protons is more than one order of magnitude higher than that of iron primaries.
The primary nuclei can only produce photons by photo-pion production which is only
dominant at the highest energies and has thereby a minor contribution to the overall
photon flux. The dominant interaction of nuclei in the here relevant energy regime is
the photodisintegration as described in Sec.2.4, leading to secondary nucleons. These
nucleons are able to undergo pion production and are the dominant source of secondary
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Figure 6.7: As in Fig. 6.1 but displaying the influence of the source mass.
photons. In case of iron not all nuclei undergo this interaction which is one of the
reasons of the suppressed photon flux. Although the same maximum rigidity means
a 26 times higher maximum energy for the iron nuclei (E = R  Z) the energy per
nucleon is still higher for protons which is the second reason of the higher photon flux.
6.1.3 Photon Flux Prediction for Reasonable Scenarios
In this section a prediction of the expected photon flux and fraction is derived for
astrophysical scenarios with reasonable parameter ranges. The spectral index and
maximum rigidity at the sources are fixed by a combined fit to the cosmic ray energy
spectrum and the mass composition for a pure proton and a pure iron composition as
described in Sec. 5.1.1. The variation of the source evolution, the magnetic field and
the radio background are considered in two scenarios named photon 1 and photon 2 :
 photon 1 : Low radio background from [177], IGMF of 0.34 nG perpendicular
to the path of the particles and source evolution following the star formation
rate [67] ((z) / (1 + z)3:4 for z < 1).
 photon 2 : A high radio background [177], IGMF of 15 nG, and a steeper source
evolution as indicated for quasars [69].
Photon 1 contains parameters leading to low photon fluxes whereas photon 2 in-
cludes parameters which cause high photon fluxes in the studies in Sec. 6.1.2. Within
these scenarios the consideration of sources up to Dmax = 2800Mpc is suﬃcient, as
more distant sources do not contribute neither to the nucleon- nor the photon-fluxes
as showed in Sec. 6.1.2 and Sec. 5.1.1. Again, the infrared background from Kneiske
et al. [2] is used for all scenarios in this section. The parameters used for the source
energy spectrum and the maximum rigidity are shown in Tab. 6.1. As discuses in
Chapter 5 in case of proton primaries no change in the fit results is seen including the
Xmax measurements.
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 lg(Rmax=eV) 
2=ndf
proton photon 1 -1.7 19.5 50.1 / 12
proton photon 2 -2.1 19.6 20.0 / 12
iron photon 1 -1.3 19.8 447.1/ 30
iron photon 2 -1.4 19.5 279.5 / 30
Table 6.1: Spectral index  and maximum rigidity Rmax from the fit to the energy
spectrum and the Xmax moments [95] for the individual photon scenarios
as specified in the text.
The resulting photon flux and fraction predictions are shown in Fig. 6.8. Both proton
sources scenarios give higher flux predictions than in the case of the iron sources.
For iron sources the photon 1 scenario is above the photon 2 scenario as the eﬀect of
harder spectral index and higher maximum rigidity outweight the eﬀect of the other
parameters. All photon predictions are well below the upper limits for the photon flux
as reported by [179, 44, 180, 181, 182] and the photon fraction as reported by [183, 184].
In addition, the photon sensitivities expected in the Pierre Auger Observatory [185]
are shown where the same eﬃciencies and number of candidates are used as given in
the last publication on the photon hybrid limits [44] and the SD limits [179]. These
sensitivities can not be reached by any of the chosen scenarios.
Conclusively, photon upper limits in the ultra high energy regime can not put ad-
ditional constraints on parameters of the astrophysical scenarios compared to the one
from the combined fit to the Auger energy spectrum and the Xmax moments as derived
in chapter 5.
Comparison with other Studies A comparison with the predictions of the photon
fluxes from Decerprit et al. [186] and Gelmini et al. [187] shows that the prediction
from this work is below the other predictions as can be seen in Fig. 6.9. In the case of
Decerprit et al. the main diﬀerence in the photon flux results from diﬀerent choices of
the source spectral index and maximum rigidity. Decerprit et al. determine the source
spectra from a fit to the energy spectrum from the Pierre Auger Observatory [164]
published in the year 2010 fitting energies down to 1018 eV and a fixed maximum energy
of 1020:5 eV. The photon flux calculated with the same model parameters as in Decerprit
et al. is in a much better agreement though still a factor of two lower. This diﬀerence is
reasonable as diﬀerent calculation methods are used for the electromagnetic cascades.
Decerprit et al. uses a Monte Carlo technique whereas the CRPropa code used in this
work deploys a parametrization obtained from analytic calculations. In the comparison
to the prediction from Gelmini et al. [187] the main diﬀerence comes from the choice
of the source parameters. In that work a fit to the AGASA data [188] is performed for
E > 4  1019 eV yielding nine energy bins. In this fit Emax = 1:28  1021 eV is fixed and
the spectral index and the minimum distance of sources are varied within a range that
allow a goodness of fit with a p-value above 0.05. This allows very hard spectral indices
because of the small energy range and high statistical uncertainties of the AGASA
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Figure 6.8: Integral photon flux (left) and the integral photon fraction (right) from
simulations assuming the photon 1 and the photon 2 scenario as introduced
in the text for pure proton and pure iron sources. The experimental upper
limits for the photon flux from Pierre Auger Observatory (Auger) [179, 44],
Akeno (A) [180], Yakutsk (Y) [181] and Telescope Array (TA) [182] as well
as for the photon fraction from Agasa and Yakusk (AY) [183] and AGASA
(A2) [184] are added. In addition the expected sensitivities for the year
2015 [185] are shown.
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Figure 6.9: Comparison of the predictions for the integral photon flux as shown in
Fig. 6.8 to the predictions from Decerprit et al. [186] and Gelmini et
al. [187].
data. Comparing predictions from this work with the one from Gelmini et al. assuming
the same parameter set shows a very good agreement. This is reasonable as the method
used to calculate the photon fluxes is a numerical calculation of the according transport
equations [189] and hence corresponds to method used in CRPropa. Gelmini et al.
shows in addition other predictions for an example assuming a fit to HiRes [94] data
leading to photon flux predictions which are an order of magnitude lower than the
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Figure 6.10: Predictions for the integral photon flux (left column) and integral pho-
ton fraction (right column) above 1019 eV in dependence of  and Rmax.
The lines show the current upper limits by the Pierre Auger Collabora-
tion [179] and the sensitivities for the year 2015 [185]. Parameter combi-
nations predicting higher neutrino fluxes can be excluded by these limits.
The top row shows the Photon 1 the bottom row the Photon 2 scenario.
photon flux from the fit to the AGASA data. Nevertheless, the version with a fit to
the AGASA data is used here for comparison as this is also the theoretical expectation
shown in publications containing the Auger data [179, 44].
6.1.4 Constraints on Source Spectra and Maximum Energy
In this section the possibility to put constraints on the parameter space of astrophysical
scenarios only by considering the non-observation of UHE photons is shown. The
exclusion of ranges of source spectral index  and the maximum rigidity Rmax are
considered here as these two parameters highly influence the photon flux predictions
as shown in Sec. 6.1.2. To demonstrate the maximum possible constraining power pure
proton sources and the photon 1 scenarios are chosen. Assuming the same spectral
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Figure 6.11: Same as in the top row of Fig. 6.10 but with sources up toDmax < 10Mpc.
index and maximum rigidity the photon 1 scenario should produce the highest photon
flux as seen in the single parameter studies in Sec. 6.1.2. The photon flux and the
photon fraction are obtained by scanning the source spectrum and maximum rigidity
in the ranges  2 [ 1; 3] and Rmax 2[1019 eV,1021:5 eV] and the predictions for the
threshold energy Etres = 1019 eV are compared to the upper limits and the expected
future sensitivities as seen in Fig. 6.10. The range of spectral indices  used here are
motivated by theoretical predictions for source candidates as introduced in Sec. 2.1.5.
The range for the maximum rigidity at source is motivated from the capability of
potential acceleration sites as also introduced in Sec. 2.1.5.
The plots show already an exclusion of combinations of very hard spectral index and
high maximum rigidity given by current upper limits assuming the photon 2 scenario.
The predictions for the photon flux are able to constrain a larger parameter space than
in the case of photon fraction. This is due the fact that the simulated cosmic ray flux
for the  and Rmax combination regarded here is higher than the one from data. As
already mentioned in Sec. 3.3.3 the photon flux limits from the data are more reliable
than the photon fraction limits and so are the exclusions from the photon flux. With
the expected sensitivity of the Pierre Auger Observatory for data up to 2015 a wider
range of the parameter space can be excluded. The low photon scenario does only
allow exclusions with future sensitivities. These exclusions are in the extent of those
from the current upper limits for the high photon scenario.
6.1.5 Sensitivity to Local Sources
As seen in Sec. 5.2.7 an over-density of nearby sources show an improvement in the fit
to the energy spectrum and Xmax moments. The main contribution to the photon flux
is expected from nearby sources as can be seen in Fig. 6.3. Hence, for such a scenario
the photon flux limits could put additional constraints. The exclusion power for the
 and Rmax space in case of proton 1 sources with Dmax up to 10Mpc is studied for
this purpose. As displayed in Fig. 6.11 this poses higher constraints on the parameter
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Figure 6.12: Diﬀerential photon flux for photon 1 and photon 2 scenario displayed
down to GeV energies along with the photon flux measured by the FERMI
Collaboration [190].
space as seen for the proton 1 scenario from Sec. 6.1.4. But still parameters yield from
the combined fit from Sec. 6.1.3 can’t be excluded.
6.1.6 Implications on GeV Photon Fluxes
In addition to the expected photon observation in the ultra high energy region photon
measurements exist from the FERMI satellite [190] at GeV energies. In this section
the photon fluxes down to these energies are shown and it is discussed whether the
measured flux in the GeV to PeV region can put additional constraints to cosmic ray
scenarios. As the universe is transparent for photons at these energies, also distances
up to 3880Mpc which corresponds to z = 8 are considered here. Again, the photon 2
and photon 1 scenarios for proton and iron sources are assumed with the same source
spectrum and maximum rigidity as used in Sec. 6.1.3.
Figure 6.12 displays the diﬀerential photon fluxes propagated down to 108 eV along
with the photon flux measured by FERMI [190]. Starting from the highest energies
which are already described above a decrease is seen down to below 1018 eV which is
more prominent for the photon 1 scenario. This first dip is caused by the decreased
interaction length for photons and the losses due to magnetic fields. The flux increases
for energies below 1015 eV where the minimum of the photon interaction length is
reached. For photons with lower energy the energy loss length increases down to
1012 eV where the universe is transparent for photons. Between 1012 eV and 1014 eV the
infrared background also contributes to the photon interaction and is imprinted in the
photon flux. The photon flux is accumulated at GeV energies also from the highest
distances and is hence highly influenced by the source evolution. As mentioned in
Sec. 2.4.4, the photon background density is increased at higher redshift yielding more
interaction of the cosmic rays. However, the energy of the photon background is higher
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Figure 6.13: Integral photon flux (left) and photon fraction (right) from pure proton
sources according to the photon 1 lines in Fig. 6.8 but with 20% and 50%
photons produced at the source of cosmic rays.
allowing cosmic rays with lower energies to undergo interactions. Hence, the photon 1
scenario with the steeper source evolution has also a higher flux at GeV compared to
the photon 2 scenario. For the proton scenario, this is the opposite behavior to the
one observed in the UHE regime. Again, the iron sources produce lower photon fluxes
than in the proton case. All four scenarios stay well below the flux measured by the
FERMI experiment posing no additional constraints to the scenario from the observed
low energy photons. The simulations do not contradict the FERMI data as the main
sources of photons in the GeV regime are not descended from UHECR.
6.1.7 Assuming a Photon Component at Source
In case of interactions of cosmic rays with matter and radiation at the source itself,
photons should also be emitted directly at the sources of UHE cosmic rays due to the
production of 0 [98]. A brief study for this case is done by directly introducing of a
photon component emitted at otherwise pure proton sources. The photon component
follows the same energy spectrum as the proton component except for a variation of
the absolute flux at the sources. Fig. 6.13 shows the photon flux and photon fraction
for the case of no, 20% and 50% photons at the source. Here 50% would correspond
to equal fluxes of photons and protons. The parameters are chosen according to the
photon 1 scenario. A clear increase in the photon flux can be observed in comparison
to a pure proton composition at the sources.
Although an energy spectrum with the same spectral shape is predicted [98] for the
photon component produced at the sources the absolute flux and maximum energy
should be lower as in case of cosmic rays [191]. Hence, the shown study can be seen
as an optimistic scenario.
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6.2 Study of Neutrino Flux
In analogy to the previous photon studies, in this section predictions for UHE neutrinos
are calculated. There is evidence for extraterrestrial neutrinos of energies up to 2 
1015 eV from recent measurements by the IceCube Collaboration [192]. The detection
of UHE neutrinos would be a unique opportunity to point-back to the sources of cosmic
rays. Because of their small interaction rate, neutrinos can reach us from their point
of production without nearly an alteration.
The neutrino studies are structured similarly as the photon studies. At the begin-
ning, a study of the influence of single parameters of the astrophysical scenario on
the neutrino flux is done. The neutrino flux for individual astrophysical scenarios as-
suming the source spectra and maximum rigidity derived from a combined fit as done
in Sec. 5.2.2 and individual source distributions is simulated to obtain realistic predic-
tions. Comparing to the current experimental upper limits for the UHE neutrino flux
the ability to constrain the astrophysical parameters is tested. Finally, the power to
constrain this parameter space is compared to the constraints from the photon upper
limits.
6.2.1 Simulation Setup
The setup for the simulation is chosen according to the previous section concerning
photons. As the production and propagation of neutrinos are not eﬀected by the ra-
dio background and the intergalactic magnetic fields both are not considered in the
simulations. Neutrinos produced by the GZK eﬀect or neutron decay are propagated
without interactions. The normalization of the neutrino flux is derived from the nor-
malization of the cosmic ray flux. In this work the all flavour fluxes are shown. The
upper limits published by the Pierre Auger Observatory [193] are referring only to
single flavour fluxes. Due to neutrino oscillation the flux ratio of 1:1:1 is expected for
the three neutrino flavours. Conclusively, the all flavour limits can be translated into
single flavour limits by a simple multiplication with a factor of three as used in this
chapter.
6.2.2 General Parameter Studies
In this section the impact of single parameters of the astrophysical scenario on the
predicted neutrino flux is studied. For this purpose a standard scenario is defined
with continuous proton sources distributed according to quasars [69] at distances from
4Mpc up to 3880Mpc (z  8), source spectra with  =  2 and Rmax = 1020 eV,
and the Kneiske et al. infrared background. The flux is normalized at 1019 eV for
these studies. One should note here that the neutrino flux in the following plots are
multiplied by E2 to pronounce the deviations from an E 2 spectrum as also done in
the publication of the upper limits, for example in [193].
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(b) maximum rigidity
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(c) maximum source distance
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(d) source evolution
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(e) mass composition
Figure 6.14: Diﬀerential neutrino flux multiplied with the energy E2 displayed for a
standard scenario as specified in the text. The influence of individual pa-
rameters spectral index (a), maximum rigidity (b), maximum source dis-
tance (c), the evolution of the sources (d) and the primary mass (e) are
displayed. The experimental upper limits for the neutrino flux from the
Pierre Auger Observatory (Auger) [193] and the IceCube experiment [194]
as well as the sensitivity for the Pierre Auger Observatory in 2015 are dis-
played. The neutrino flux measured by the IceCube experiment [192] is
also added.
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Spectral Index The first study shows that the variation of the spectral index in
the range [-3, -1] changes the shape and the strength of the  flux as displayed in
Fig. 6.14(a). For  =  1 a high energy bump is seen between the 1018 eV and 1019 eV
which decreases more than one order of magnitude by changing the spectral index to
 =  3. A second low energy bump appears between 1015 eV and 1016 eV which is
dominant for the soft spectra  =  3 and already appears for  =  2. The high
energetic neutrinos are produced in the interactions of the highest energy cosmic ray
protons with the CMB whereas the low energetic neutrinos are produced by interac-
tions of lower energetic protons with the infrared background, as described in [65].
Hardening the source spectra leads to more high energy source protons which explains
the increase in the high energy bump and decrease in the low energy bump. A third
bump at even lower energies is visible for  =  3 which originates from the decay of
neutrons.
Maximum Rigidity Enhancing the maximum rigidity from 1019 eV to 1021 eV as
shown in Fig. 6.14(b) causes an increase in the neutrino flux especially towards higher
energies. This is obvious as protons with higher energies allow the production of more
energetic neutrinos and increase also the amount of low energetic neutrinos. Only at
energies below 1017 eV the highest flux is produced from the Rmax = 1019 eV sources.
This is due to the normalization to the Auger energy spectrum at 1019 eV.
Maximum Distance of Sources The contribution of diﬀerent source distances to
the neutrino spectrum is studied in Fig. 6.14(c) by varying the maximum propagation
distance Dmax from 2300Mpc (z  1) to 3880Mpc (z  8). A continuous increase of
the flux with Dmax is observed even beyond z = 1. This is possible as neutrinos are
influenced only by weak interactions and therefore can reach us even from the early
universe without attenuation. Sources more distant than z = 4 seems to have only
small influence on the overall flux due to redshift dilution as described for example
in [65]. A simulation of the cosmic ray propagation up to z = 8 is here suﬃcient as
the source density decreases for higher z as described in Sec. 2.1.6. It should also be
mentioned, that the neutrino fluxes from nearby sources give only a small contribution.
Evolution of Sources For the three source evolution scenarios introduced in Sec.2.1.6
the neutrino flux varies more than one order of magnitude as seen in Fig. 6.14(d). The
steepness of the source evolution increases from uniform over SFR to quasars. With
increasing redshift the density of the photon background increases which results in a
higher GZK interaction rate and conclusively in a larger neutrino flux.
Source Mass Composition Assuming iron primaries instead of proton ones reduces
the flux significantly for most energies as can be seen in Fig. 6.14(e). Here, the same
explanation as for the photon case in Sec. 6.1.2 holds. In addition, for lower energies
the diﬀerence gets smaller yielding a higher neutrino flux from iron sources below
1014 eV.
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Figure 6.15: Diﬀerential neutrino flux multiplied with the energy E2 from simulations
for the neutrino low and neutrino high scenario as specified in the text
each for pure proton and pure iron sources. The spectral index and max-
imum rigidity are fixed by the combined fit to data. The experimental
upper limits for the neutrino flux from the Pierre Auger Observatory
(Auger) [193] and the IceCube experiment [194] as well as the sensitivity
for the Pierre Auger Observatory in 2015 are displayed. The neutrino
flux measured by the IceCube experiment [192] is also added.
6.2.3 Neutrino Flux Prediction for Reasonable Scenarios
As done in the case of the photon flux in Sec. 6.1.3, the neutrino flux predictions
are obtained using reasonable parameter ranges for the astrophysical scenarios. The
source spectral index and maximum rigidity are again taken from the combined fit
as shown in Tab. 6.2. For the neutrino fluxes the main influence beside the source
spectrum, the maximum rigidity and the mass composition at source is the source
evolution. Hence, two scenarios are chosen diﬀering only in the source evolution:
 neutrino low: Source evolution follows the star formation rate [67].
 neutrino high: A steeper source evolution as indicated for quasars [69].
Note that the dependency on the source evolution is reversed for the neutrino flux
compared to the photon behavior discussed in Sec. 6.1. For each scenario again proton
and iron sources are considered. The maximum distance of the sources is enlarged
to 3880Mpc compared to the photon scenario as a relevant contribution from these
sources has been seen in Sec. 6.14. In Fig. 6.15 the resulting neutrino fluxes can
be seen. The neutrino high and neutrino low scenarios show a significant diﬀerence
for both types of source nuclei. The neutrino fluxes from the iron sources are below
the corresponding predictions from proton sources for most energies. Only neutrinos
with energies below 1015 eV from iron sources in the neutrino high scenario exceed
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Figure 6.16: Same as in Fig. 6.15 with an additional comparison to predictions done
by Kotera et al. [65].
the corresponding neutrino fluxes from the proton sources. All predictions are well
below the upper limits from the Pierre Auger Collaboration [193] and from IceCube
Collaboration [194] and do not put additional constrains to the best fit derived in
chapter 5. These fluxes also seems hardly be responsible for the neutrino flux measured
by the IceCube Collaboration [192] as already pointed out in [195].
Comparison with other Studies In Fig. 6.16 the predictions from the neutrino
low and the neutrino high scenario are compared to the optimistic line and the wide
range of standard scenarios from Kotera et al. [65]. In the energy range 1017 eV <
E < 1019 eV the neutrino predictions from this work are in general agreement with
the predictions from Kotera et al. But for energies above 1019 eV and below 1017 eV
the flux from Kotera et al. significantly overshoots the flux obtained in this work.
This is due to a diﬀerent choice of the parameters in particular the source spectrum
and maximum rigidity. In Kotera et al. Rmax = 1020:5 eV is fixed and the spectral
index is fitted to the energy spectrum from the Pierre Auger Observatory published in
2010 [110]. The wide band from Kotera et al. shows a variety of diﬀerent assumptions
 lg(Rmax=eV) 
2=ndf
Proton low (SFR) -2.1 19.6 20.0 / 12
Proton high (quasars) -1.7 19.5 50.1 / 12
Iron low (SFR) -1.4 19.5 279.5 / 30
Iron high (quasars) -1.3 19.8 447.1 / 30
Table 6.2: Spectral index  and maximum rigidity Rmax from the fit to the energy
spectrum and the Xmax moments [95] for the individual neutrino scenarios
as specified in the text.
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(a) neutrino high scenario
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Figure 6.17: Diﬀerential neutrino flux at 1018 eV in dependence of  and Emax for the
neutrino high (a) and the neutrino low (b) scenario assuming proton
sources. Black lines show the current [193] and future sensitivities of
the Pierre Auger Observatory and the blue lines corresponds to the up-
per limits from the IceCube experiment [194]. Parameter combinations
predicting higher neutrino fluxes can be excluded by these limits.
for composition, galactic to extragalactic transition and source evolution excluding
the quasars case. The optimistic prediction from Kotera et al. uses the quasars source
evolution and a fix maximum energy of 1021:5 eV. Comparing the predictions from this
work obtained with the same parameters as used in Kotera et al. shows a very good
agreement for the energies above  1017 eV. For lower energies still a four times lower
neutrino flux is obtained from our predictions. In Kotera et al. photon background
estimation according to Stecker et al. [196] are used which are lower in the optical
and ultra violate range than the estimation from Kneiske et al. used in this work and
hence could be an explanation for the discrepancy at lower energies. In Kotera et al.
the same qualitative diﬀerence to predictions using photon background by Stecker et
al. is pointed out.
6.2.4 Constraints on Astrophysical Scenarios
In this section the constraints from the current and future upper limits on the neutrino
flux are studied as already done in Sec. 6.1.4 for the photon flux and fraction. For
this purpose the neutrino flux at 1018 eV was obtained for the range of spectral indices
 2 [ 3; 1] and maximum rigidity Rmax 2 [1019; 1021:5] eV. The energy of 1018 eV is
chosen as this seems to be the best sensitivity of the Pierre Auger Observatory as well
as the maximum of the neutrino flux as one can see in Fig. 6.15. The experimental
data from the Pierre Auger Observatory as well as from the IceCube experiment are
taken, as they are the most constraining for these energies. The neutrino low and the
neutrino high scenarios assuming proton sources are considered here.
For the neutrino high scenario as shown in Fig. 6.17(a) the current upper limits
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Figure 6.18: Comparison of exclusion power for source spectral index  and maximum
rigidity Rmax between photon and neutrinos flux as already individually
displayed in Fig. 6.10 and Fig. 6.18.
from the Pierre Auger Observatory from 2013 [95] are exceeded by scenarios with hard
spectral indices and high maximum rigidity leading to an exclusion of this parameter
range for this scenario. Assuming an extrapolation of the upper limit from the Pierre
Auger Observatory for the year 2015 enables a potential exclude of a wider parameter
range. The extrapolation of the upper limits is done assuming no background and a full
operation of the experiments. The current upper limits of the IceCube experiment [194]
using data up to 2013 are similar to the sensitivity of the Pierre Auger Observatory
in 2015 excluding roughly the same parameter range. In the low neutrino scenario the
current upper limit from the Pierre Auger Collaboration can nearly put no constraints
to the parameter range here regarded. Only the future sensitivity could put some
constraints to high Rmax and  regions as seen in Fig. 6.17(b).
6.3 Comparison of the Exclusion Power from UHE
Photons and Neutrinos
In Fig. 6.18 the exclusion power of the neutrino limits is compared to the one from
the limits and expected sensitivities on the integral photon flux for E > 1019 eV.
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The current neutrino flux limits from the Pierre Auger Observatory as well as those
from the IceCube experiment exclude a wider range of the parameter space than
the photon limit from the Pierre Auger Observatory. One should mention that the
current upper limits for neutrinos were obtained by taking into account the data up
to the year 2013 whereas photon upper limits shown here use only the data up to
2008. Previous neutrino upper limits from the Pierre Auger collaboration [197] as well
as from the IceCube collaboration [198] that use a comparable data set to the one
from the current photon limits have a worse discrimination power than the photon
limits, excluding only parameter regions outside the range shown here. The better
improvement of the exclusion power by neutrino limits is due to the lower decrease of
the neutrino predictions with  and Rmax. For the given parameter space the neutrino
flux have a range of about two orders of magnitude whereas the photon flux ranges
about five orders of magnitude as can be seen by comparing Fig. 6.10 and Fig. 6.18.
This is due the fact that the neutrino flux is compared to the limits at 1018 eV and the
photon flux above 1019 eV. As can be seen for example in Fig. 6.2 the photon flux at
1018 eV shows less variation but a worse upper limit at that energy would also lead to
less exclusion at all. Regarding future sensitivities the neutrino limits from the Pierre
Auger Observatory show a much better exclusion potential of the –Rmax space than
of the photon sensitivities.
6.4 Summary
In this chapter predictions for the secondary UHE photon and neutrino fluxes are
made for a range of astrophysical motivated scenarios. At first studies for the depen-
dence of these secondary fluxes from relevant model parameters are done which are
essential for choosing the following scenarios. Then, predictions for the photon flux,
photon fraction and neutrino flux were made using the source spectra and maximum
rigidity obtained from the combined fit to the cosmic ray energy spectrum and Xmax
moments as introduced in chapter 5. To take into account a reasonable range of other
astrophysical model parameters a high and low flux scenario for pure proton and pure
iron sources are considered. The photon fluxes as well as the neutrino fluxes from all
of these scenarios are below the current upper limits and experimental sensitivities to
be reached in the near future. The comparison of the photon flux from these scenarios
resulting at GeV energies with the flux measured by the FERMI experiment show also
no constraints. Additionally, the power to constrain the parameter space of the source
spectral index and maximum rigidity at the sources only from the none observation
of these secondary fluxes is shown. Photon flux and fraction can already constrain
hard spectra and high rigidities for the optimistic parameter setting whereby it is
shown that the flux is more constraining than the fraction. The future limits should
constrain a more reasonable part of the parameter range. The current upper limits
on the neutrino flux obtained by the Pierre Auger Observatory can constrain an even
wider range of the –Rmax space than the current upper limits on the photon flux as
well as the expected photon sensitivities for the year 2015. The current upper limits
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of the IceCube experiment for the neutrino flux exclude even higher parameter ranges
being at the order of the expected sensitivities of the Pierre Auger Observatory for the
year 2015. A further result show that a strong over-density of very nearby sources at
 10Mpc could significantly increase the photon flux yielding even better constrains
than from the neutrino case.
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To find the origin of the UHECR is one of the main goals of contemporary astroparti-
cle physics. Extragalactic and galactic magnetic fields which are described in Sec. 2.2
and 2.3 prevent in general direct observation of sources for charged particles. As the
rigidity of cosmic rays rises with energy, at least a fraction of the most energetic cos-
mic rays should point back to their sources. The arrival directions for these cosmic
rays should be anisotropic, assuming a suﬃcient low source density. Many observables
aiming at measuring such an anisotropy are tested using the UHE data. A summary
of the most important analysis done by the Pierre Auger collaboration in this field is
given in Sec. 3.3.5. In this chapter the correlation of the cosmic ray arrival directions
with their source positions is used analog to the procedure used by the Pierre Auger
Collaboration where measured arrival directions are compared with active galactic nu-
clei positions from the Véron-Cetty and Véron Catalog [122] (VCV) which is described
in details in Sec. 3.3.5.
Simulations with diﬀerent assumptions for source properties and extra galactic mag-
netic field models are studied in this context. At first it is checked whether a deviation
from isotropy can be detected in the simulated scenarios. In a second step the fraction
of correlated events from the diﬀerent scenarios are directly compared with the one
measured by the Pierre Auger Observatory to pose additional constraints to those
given in chapter 5.
To compare the model predictions with data the simulation set up as well as the
calculation of the correlation fraction are set according to the analysis of the Pierre
Auger Observatory [123, 124, 125].
7.1 Data
As described in Sec. 3.3.5, the analysis of the data from the Pierre Auger Observa-
tory [125] determines the fraction of cosmic ray events that show an angular deviation
to the positions of AGN from the VCV catalog of less than 3:1. For this analysis
only AGN within 75Mpc and events with energies E>55EeV are used. This spe-
cial selection of correlation angle, maximum source distance and minimum energy
was optimized in order to maximize the correlation on a test data sample and had
been fixed for later data sets. In an update of this analysis a correlation fraction
of Pcorr = 31+5 4% [125] is measured from a total amount of 106 events. Two subset
energy regions with 55EeV  E  70EeV with 66 events and E > 70EeV with
40 events give Pcorr = 41+6 6% and Pcorr = 15
+6
 5%, respectively. The comparison with
the isotropic expectation of P isocorr = 21% shows for the lower energy range a deviation
from the isotropic expectation at a 99.7% confidence level.
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7.2 Impact of the Expansion of the Universe
The simulation of deflection of cosmic rays in extragalactic magnetic fields with CR-
Propa 2.0 do not allow to consider eﬀects associated with the expansion of the universe
as already described in Sec. 4.1. Anyhow, since at the energies E > 55EeV where an
indication of an anisotropy is observed in the data, the main contribution of cosmic
rays should arise from the nearby universe and hence should not suﬀer strongly from
cosmological eﬀects. To give an idea of the quantitative impact of the expansion of
the universe a simple test is performed. For this purpose one dimensional simulations
with and without consideration of this eﬀect as described in Sec. 2.4.4 are compared.
The uniform four mass component source scenario with parameters fixed by the com-
bined fit to the energy spectrum and Xmax moments measured by the Pierre Auger
Collaboration as used in Sec. 5.2.2 is considered. Figure 7.1 shows the ratio of the
observed energy spectrum and the Xmax moments from simulations with and without
considering the eﬀects of the expansion of the universe. As mentioned, an indication
of a deviation from isotropy is seen in the data for E  55EeV. For these energies the
eﬀect of the expansion is below 20% for the cosmic ray flux and below 10% for hXmaxi
and (Xmax) as can be seen in Fig. 7.1. A more accurate treatment of this compar-
ison is done in [174] where three dimensional simulation considering extension of the
cosmic ray path length due to deflections in extra galactic magnetic fields and eﬀects
from the expansion of the universe are compared with simulation only considering the
eﬀects from deflections in magnetic fields. These studies show a even smaller impact
of the expansion of the universe at energies above 55EeV which justifies to neglect of
cosmological eﬀects throughout this chapter.
7.3 Simulation
7.3.1 Assumption for Simulations
For the directional studies in this chapter the ‘standard proton’, the ‘standard HHeNFe’
and the ‘HHeNFe + near proton’ scenarios from chapter 5 are considered. The source
properties spectral index, maximum rigidity and mass composition are chosen accord-
ing to the results of the combined energy spectrum and hXmaxi fit performed in that
chapter.
To obtain directional information, three dimensional tracking of the cosmic ray
particle trajectories have to be considered in the simulation. This introduces additional
model parameters for the astrophysical scenarios namely extragalactic (EGMF) and
galactic magnetic fields (GMF), the density of point sources and the distribution of
the sources relative to the observer and to the EGMF.
For extragalactic magnetic fields, especially in voids, only predictions from large
scale structure simulations (LSS) exists as described in Sec. 2.2. Diﬀerent contempo-
rary models show several orders of magnitudes diﬀerences in the predicted magnetic
field strength. To take these uncertainties into account, models with strong and weak
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Figure 7.1: Test of the eﬀect of the expansion of the universe on the energy spectrum
(a) and the first two Xmax (b,c) moments. Shown are the ratios from a
simulation without and with cosmological eﬀects. The parameters of the
simulation are chosen for the second minimum in the GCRSC simulation
done in Sec. 5.2.2.
magnetic fields by Miniati et al. [84] and by Dolag et al. [81] are used in this work.
From these two LSS simulations cubic magnetic field map with a side length of 75Mpc
and a resolution of 0.3Mpc are used in the propagation simulation to calculate the
deflection. This 75Mpc cube pose the primary simulation volume and periodic bound-
ary conditions enables to simulate the more distant universe as described in Sec. 4.1.
Sec. 2.2 delivers more details about the EGMF, the models used in this work and the
technical details for their implementation.
Both LSS simulations do not allow to use catalogues of real astrophysical objects.
The mass distribution of Miniati et al. is by construction not aimed to mimic the real
universe. Although Dolag et al. do follow roughly the observed matter distribution,
the low accuracy prevents the observed mass distribution to coincide with the mass
distribution from the LSS simulation to a reasonable degree. The distribution of the
AGN from the the VCV catalog is also related to the nearby mass distribution in
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the Universe. Hence, the source positions in the cosmic ray propagation simulations
are randomly chosen according to the mass density distribution of the related LSS
simulation. The source density used in the simulation is the same one given for
the VCV within 75Mpc with  = 2:67  10 4Mpc 3. This source density is well
above the lower bounds of 10 6   10 5Mpc 3 found by Takami et al. [199] and also
agrees with the lower bound of (0:2  7)  10 4Mpc 3 given by Abreu et al. [200]. To
realize this density, 112 sources are set in the first simulation volume. This results
in 445 sources for the Miniati et al. density field and 475 sources for the Dolag et
al. density field within 75Mpc of the observer which leads to  = 2:52  10 4Mpc 3
and  = 2:69  10 4Mpc 3, respectively. On large scales, this construction leads to a
uniform source distribution. In fact, it is more likely that only sub types of AGNs as
for example radio loud AGN galaxies with a source density of 10 9 10 4Mpc 3 [101]
could be the sources of cosmic rays. For these scenarios further studies should be
done which could for example consider only a sub catalog of the VCV catalog. For
this purpose the correlation fraction with data could be taken from an analysis like
done in [141]. In case of the magnetic field model from Miniati et al. the observer is
positioned at an area with low magnetic field strength as found near the Milky Way.
In case of the EGMF by Dolag et al. the Earth has a predetermined position at the
centre of the simulation volume.
60°
30°
-30°
-60°
120° 120°
Figure 7.2: Sources positions in the simulation chosen according to the mass den-
sity from the LSS simulation by Miniati et al. [84] displayed in an Aitoﬀ-
Hammer projection in galactic coordinates.
As an example, the directions of the sources used for the Miniati magnetic field is
shown in Fig. 7.2.
The deflection in the galactic magnetic field is taken into account by applying the
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magnetic field lenses after the propagation simulation. This procedure is described
in detail in Sec. 2.3. Throughout this work the GMF model derived by Jansson et
al. [87, 88] is used as it shows a very good agreement with rotation measurements of
the galactic magnetic field.
7.3.2 Directional exposure
The exposure in general gives the time integrated eﬀective collecting area for a flux
from each sky position for a cosmic ray observatory. It is usually given in units of
km2  year. From geometric considerations the exposure depends on the declination 
of the cosmic ray direction. In [201] the dimensionless relative exposure ! is given by
the exposure from any point in the sky divided through the largest exposure on the
sky. It has the following declination dependence
!() / cos(a0) cos() sin(m) + m sin(a0 sin());
with
m =
8><>:
0 if  > 1;
 if  <  1
cos 1() otherwise
and
 =
cos(m)  sin(a0) sin()
cos(a0) cos()
:
m = 60
 is the maximum zenith angle that ensure full eﬃciency and a0 =  35 is
the latitude of the Pierre Auger Observatory. This exposure is applied to the simulated
events after considering the deflection of the GMF.
7.3.3 Reweighting Procedure
Performing three dimensional propagation simulation increases strongly the required
CPU-time as only a small part of the cosmic rays emitted by the sources are observed
by the detecting mechanism described in Sec. 4.1. To reduce the CPU-time, diﬀerent
optimizations are applied.
Since the main interest of the directional studies in this work is in the highest
energetic cosmic rays, three dimensional simulations are performed only for cosmic rays
source energies Esrc > 40EeV. As already seen in Fig. 5.1, the horizon for cosmic rays
decreases with increasing energies. A three dimensional simulation with a maximum
propagation time of 2600Mpc, a mixed HHeNFe composition and the extragalactic
magnetic field by Miniati et al. shows no cosmic rays with propagation time above
1000Mpc as seen in Fig. 7.3 for observed energies Eobs > 40EeV. Hence, the maximum
propagation time for the simulations in this chapter is reduced to 1000Mpc.
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Figure 7.3: Left: Distribution of the propagation time of cosmic rays in a 3d simula-
tion assuming the HHeNFe composition and the Miniati et al. EGMF [84]
for a observed energy of Eobs > 40 eV. Right: Same as in the left plot but
for a minimum observed energy of Eobs > 55 eV and separated by nuclei
at the source.
As described in Sec. 4.1 the detection mechanism of 3d simulations in CRPropa is
realized by an observer sphere. For this sphere a compromise between collection eﬃ-
ciency and angular resolution has to be found. Here, an adaptive size of the observer is
chosen for the simulation of each source that ensure an angular resolution of 1 corre-
sponding to the resolution of the surface array of the Pierre Auger Observatory [124].
This allows to benefit from high observer sizes for more distant sources resulting in a
higher detecting eﬃciency. As a rigidity dependent cut oﬀ is applied to the simulated
events the maximum simulated energy is scaled with the atomic number.
As in the previous chapters, a reweighting of the simulated data considering the
source energy and charge is used to reduce the simulation eﬀort. The directional
exposure of the the Pierre Auger Observatory which depends on the declination has to
be applied for directional studies. For this purpose a reweighting in bins of declination
was tested. Unfortunately, the statistic for such a procedure is not suﬃcient to avoid
artefacts from the reweighting procedure. Instead the exposure is taken into account
by rejecting cosmic rays with a probability proportional to the inverse of the exposure.
7.3.4 Calculation of Correlation Fraction
The fraction of arrival directions correlated with the simulated source positions within
3:1 is calculated for energies E  55EeV and for two subsequent intervals 55EeV 
E  70EeV and E > 70EeV . For each of these intervals the same amount of
simulated events is used as found in the data. Although the same source density as
in the VCV catalog is used in the simulations a deviating angular distribution of the
sources leads to a slightly higher isotropic expectation of simP isocorr = 24% in the case of
Miniati et al. whereas for the Dolag et al. scenarios simP isocorr = 21% is given as found
for the VCV catalog.
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Figure 7.4: Distribution of the correlation fraction from 100 simulations where the
points displaying the average and RMS for bins in the correlation fraction
from a shuﬄing procedure as described in the text. The solid line shows the
fit of a binomial distribution to the points to obtain the hP simcorri. The vertical
blue dotted line indicates the isotropic expectation for the simulation. The
results for the hP simcorri and the piso as described in the text are given in the
plot. The plot is shown for the three ranges in the observed energy E 
55EeV (top left), 55EeV  E  70EeV (top right) and E  70EeV
(bottom). Pure proton sources and the EGMF by Miniati et al. [84]
are used in the simulations. The source parameters are obtained from a
combined fit as described in the text.
For each scenario this simulation is repeated 100 times with the same set of assump-
tions to take statistical fluctuations into account. This introduces a distribution of
P simcorr. The comparison with isotropy is done calculating the proportion of realizations
piso with P simcorr >sim P isocorr:
A direct comparison with data is only done for the simulation from Dolag et al.,
as only in this case the fraction of the sky covered by the catalog is the same as in
data. For the comparison the proportion of realizations pdata with P simcorr > P datacorr is
calculated.
To estimate the uncertainty due to a limited number of simulated realizations the
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distribution of P simcorr is recalculated with the simulated events shuﬄed 20 times. This
gives the average and the standard deviation for each bin in P simcorr. This procedure is
chosen as the simulation of a suﬃcient amount of events would not be possible in a
reasonable amount of time.
hP simcorri is derived by a fit of a binomial distribution to the distribution of the aver-
age P simcorr with the standard deviation as uncertainty for each bin. For piso and pdata
the mean and standard deviation are calculated from the 20 values of the shuﬄing
procedure. We will rate a deviation as significant, when 95% of the realizations are
above the according P isocorr or P datacorr values taking the uncertainties into account.
7.4 Results
At first, a scenario with the pure proton and HHeNFe sources as discussed in Sec. 5.2.2
is used for the predictions of the correlation fraction. The results are shown for a strong
EGMF by Miniati et al. and then for the weaker EGMF by Dolag et al. Finally, the
degree of anisotropy for the scenario with a near proton source in addition to the mixed
HHeNFe sources is examined assuming again the strong EGMF. The source parameter
spectral index, the maximum rigidity and the mass composition derived from the fit
in chapter 5 are given in Tab. 7.1. The resulting correlation fraction, proportions of
realizations above isotropy and below data are given in the tables Tab. 7.2–7.4.
We already mentioned that the VCV catalog can not be taken as a complete list
of AGNs in contrast to the complete catalog of source positions from the simulation.
Consequently the real P datacorr could be stronger than the measured ones. Due to this
fact a significant higher P simcorr in comparison to the according P datacorr can not directly be
related to an exclusion of this scenario. On the other hand a scenario, which is too
isotropic compared to data can be excluded.
In Sec. 5.2.2 and Sec. 5.2.7 two possible configurations of spectral index and max-
imum rigidity were found. The ability to discriminate between these two results by
the correlation fraction is also tested.
EGMF by Miniati et al. Assuming pure proton sources, the correlation fraction of
P simcorr = 26–27% is for all the three energy ranges is higher than the isotropic value
of simP isocorr = 24%. But no significant excess from isotropy is seen in any energy
range with a maximum of 82:6% of the simulations being above the isotropic value
for E > 55EeV as can be read from Fig. 7.4 and Tab. 7.2.
For the HHeNFe scenario no positive excess of correlated events from the isotropic
expectation can be seen even for the highest energetic interval of E > 70EeV. For the
energy ranges E > 55EeV and 55EeV < E < 70EeV only < 10:1% of the events are
above the isotropic expectation which seem to be an negative deviation from isotropy
due to the magnetic fields itself as can be seen in Fig. 7.5. Both –Rmax combinations
from the combined fit show nearly the same behavior yielding no discrimination due
to the correlation fraction.
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EGMF by Dolag et al. Assuming the EGMF by Dolag et al., a direct comparison
to data is possible in addition to the comparison with the isotropic expectation. Fig-
ure 7.6 shows that in the proton source scenario a significant deviation from isotropy
appears for all energy intervals. The comparison with data shows a lower correlation
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Figure 7.5: Same as Fig. 7.4 but using the HHeNFe composition with the parameters
from the first minimum (left column) and second minimum (right col-
umn) of the combined fit as described in the text. The plot is shown for
the three ranges in the observed energy E  55EeV, 55EeV  E  70EeV
and E  70EeV (from top to bottom).
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Figure 7.6: Same as Fig. 7.4 but with an additional vertical dotted black line that
displays the correlation fraction obtained from data of the Pierre Auger
Observatory [174]. Pure proton sources and the EGMF by Dolag et al. [81]
are used in the simulation. Here, in addition the results for the pdata as
described in the text are given.
for 55EeV < E < 70EeV and a significant higher for E > 70EeV. As mentioned
before, due to the incompleteness of the VCV catalog the upward excess can not be
seen as an hard exclusion.
The four component source composition scenario shows no deviation from isotropy
in all energy ranges as can be seen in Fig. 7.7.
Compared to data, the HHeNFe scenario shows significantly less correlation with
the catalog for the intervals E > 55EeV and 55EeV < E < 70EeV and has a too
large Pcorr for E > 70EeV. Again, no discrimination of the two minima can be made
on bases of the correlation fraction.
Influence of an additional near proton source The scenario with a proton source
at 4Mpc distance in addition to the four component mixed source composition showed
an improved description of the energy spectrum and the Xmax moments in Sec. 5.2.7.
This scenario has also the capability to show the correlation behavior seen in the data,
having the near proton source responsible for the excess from anisotropy below 70EeV
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Figure 7.7: Same as Fig. 7.6 but using the HHeNFe composition with the source pa-
rameters obtained for the first minimum (left column) and the second
minimum (right column) of the combined fit as described in the text.
The plot is shown for the three ranges in the observed energy E  55EeV,
55EeV  E  70EeV and E  70EeV (from top to bottom).
and the heavier elements from the uniform mixed composition sources prohibiting the
highest energetic events from correlating with the source positions. For this composi-
tion scenario the EGMF by Miniati et al. is used. Although in all energy intervals an
increase of the correlation fraction is seen compared to the scenario without the near
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proton source no significant excess from isotropy is seen in this scenario as displayed in
Fig. 7.8. Especially the events with 55EeV < E < 70EeV which suggest a deviation
from isotropy in data are in good agreement with isotropy in the simulation. The
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Figure 7.8: Same as Fig. 7.4 but using the HHeNFe composition and one proton source
in the Cen A position with the parameters from the minimum (left col-
umn) and the second minimum (right column) of the combined fit as
described in the text. The plot is shown for the three ranges in the ob-
served energy E  55EeV, 55EeV  E  70EeV and E  70EeV (from
top to bottom).
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most energetic events on the other side still show an increase in piso which is also not
compatible with the trend seen in data. This behavior can be explained by the near
proton source that has a stronger contribution at the highest energies due to the small
energy losses.
No discrimination between the two results form the combined fit is possible.
7.5 Summary and Conclusion
In this chapter the possibility to observe an anisotropy in the arrival direction of
UHECR and the constrain of their source scenarios is studied with 3d simulations as-
suming individual astrophysical scenarios. For this purpose the correlation of the cos-
mic ray source directions with the source coordinates is studied analogue to the anal-
ysis done by the Pierre Auger Collaboration when comparing the measured UHECR
arrival directions with the Véron-Cetty and Véron Catalog positions. In the simula-
tions deflections are considered in galactic magnetic fields as well as in two scenarios
of extragalactic magnetic fields derived from LSS simulations with a strong version by
Minati et al. and a weak version by Dolag et al. where the source distribution from
these LSS are also used for determining the source distributions. For each EGMF
scenario the standard proton and HHeNFe scenario from Sec. 5.2.2 is chosen whereas
for the Miniati et al. field also the scenario of a uniform HHeNFe distribution with
a nearby proton source is discussed in addition. In every scenario the energy range
E > 55EeV and the two subsequent ranges 55EeV < E < 70EeV and E > 70EeV
are reviewed as done for the data.
The results for the strong EGMF by Miniati et al. show no significant deviation
from isotropy in all scenarios, even not for pure proton sources for which the weakest
deflections are expected. The weak EGMF derived by Dolag et al. leads to high
deviations from isotropy in case of pure proton sources at the highest energies of
E > 70EeV and for the whole energy range E > 55EeV. Comparing directly with
the data shows a clear overshot for the energy range E > 70EeV. As the catalog used
for the comparison to the data can not be seen as complete this behavior can not be
regarded as significant. The mixed composition scenario along with the weak EGMF
show good agreement with isotropy. Comparing with the data leads to an exclusion in
the lower energy range of 55EeV < E < 70EeV and in the range E > 55EeV where
in both energy ranges the simulation have a significant lower correlation fraction as
the data.
Assuming an additional nearby proton source at 4Mpc to the mixed HHeNFe sce-
nario with the Miniati et al. EGMF show also no departure from isotropy.
Conclusively, only pure proton sources in combination with weak EGMFs exhibit
deviations from isotropy assuming a realistic propagation simulation. The results show
in no scenario an excess from isotropy for the energy range 55EeV  E  70EeV
in combination of an isotropic behavior for E > 70EeV as seen in Data. Direct
comparison with data in case of the weak EGMF exclude the mixed HHeNFe source
composition scenario.
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In addition, no discrimination is possible by the results in this chapter between the
two minima in the –Emax space of the combined fit from Sec. 5.2.2 for the mixed
HHeNFe scenario and the HHENFe scenario with an additional nearby proton source.
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8 Summary and Conclusion
The main question of this thesis is to which degree we can constrain astrophysical
scenarios for the production and propagation of ultra high energetic cosmic rays taking
into account a comprehensive collection of contemporary measurements in this field.
The simulation code CRPropa is used for the propagation of cosmic rays from the
sources as given by individual astrophysical scenarios to the observer on Earth to
obtain observables to compare to the experimental measurements by the Pierre Auger
Observatory.
First, one dimensional simulations are used to predict the energy spectrum, the
hXmaxi and the (Xmax) for a simple standard astrophysical configuration with three
diﬀerent mass scenarios including pure proton sources, sources with four mass compo-
nents (HHeNFe) and the galactic cosmic ray source composition (GCRSC) (chapter 5).
A fit of the energy spectrum to the data above the ankle of the cosmic ray spectrum
at E > 1018:7 eV yields a good agreement for all three source compositions. A galactic
to extragalactic transition below 1018 eV as predicted for proton sources is disfavoured
by the fit. A combined fit of all three observables prefers a mixed mass composition
at the cosmic rays sources. Assuming the energy spectrum at the source to follow a
power-law, the spectral index of the power-law, the maximal rigidity and the mass
composition at the sources are constrained by this fit. This results in two possible
configurations. The first one has a very hard spectral index at  2 [ 1; 0], a low
maximum rigidity of Rmax = 1018:4 eV and a light mass composition. Although, accel-
eration for instance in pulsars predict a hard spectral index of  =  1 even harder
spectral indices are not predicted by any model. The second preferred combination is
 =  1:9, Rmax = 1019:7 eV and a heavy mass composition where the spectral index is
in agreement with predictions from stochastic acceleration processes in the sources. A
further result is that the high energy suppression of the cosmic ray flux as seen in the
data of the Pierre Auger Observatory can not only be explained by the GZK eﬀect. A
positive evolution of the source density with redshift according to the one expected for
a number of cosmic ray source candidates shows in nearly all cases a decrease of the
fit quality compared to a uniform distribution. Subsequently, it is shown that consid-
ering eﬀects from deflection in extragalactic magnetic fields during the propagation of
cosmic rays improves the combined fit to the energy spectrum and the Xmax moments.
However, magnetic fields are only considered by an analytic approximation, which is
valid for low energies and a more realistic study with 3d simulations considering also
the expansion of the universe should be employed to confirm this results. An improved
description of the data is achieved by introducing an additional source population to
the standard HHeNFe scenario in particular at a distance of about 4Mpc. In case of
an additional nearby HHeNFe source the result with the hard spectral index can be
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avoided as found in all other mixed scenarios.
Furthermore, 1d simulations are used to make predictions of the not yet observed
ultra high energetic secondary photon and neutrino fluxes for a range of astrophysical
scenarios with proton and iron sources where the combined fit of the energy spectrum
and the Xmax moments is used to determine the energy spectrum and maximum rigid-
ity at the sources (chapter 6). The resulting predictions of both secondary fluxes are
well below the current experimental upper limits and the expected sensitivities in the
near future. Also the photon flux at GeV energies from these scenarios is below the
flux measured by the Fermi experiment. Even though, only considering the current
and future upper limits in the UHE range enables an independent constrain of the 
and Rmax range. Therefore, a comparison of the exclusion power of the photon and
neutrino limits is done that show a clear advantage of the neutrino limit especially for
the future. As photon and neutrino fluxes are sensitive to diﬀerent distance ranges
in the future they could constrain complementary source distributions. Recalculating
the constraining power from photon fluxes for a scenario with only a nearby source
population show an improved exclusion of –Rmax combinations which is due to the
low energy loss length of UHE photons. Although it is not possible to put already
additional constraints to the results of the combined fit, future upper limits could
allow to put harder constraints for scenarios dominated by nearby sources. This is
in particular interesting as an additional nearby source population is preferred by the
combined fit. As the neutrino flux shows a high sensitivity for the distant universe this
could be used in the future to distinguish between diﬀerent source evolution models
that show a higher deviation from each other in the neutrino flux for high redshift.
In the final part, 3d simulations are performed to study the directional behavior of
UHECR (chapter 7). Therefore, the fraction of observed UHECR directions correlated
with the original source positions are used as done for the measured data by the Pierre
Auger Collaboration [202, 125] where coincidences with a catalogue of AGNs were
suggested for the energies E > 55EeV and 55EeV < E < 70EeV and an isotropic
signal for E > 70EeV. In a first step, the possibility to detect an anisotropic signal
for an astrophysical scenario taking into account galactic and extragalactic magnetic
fields as well as source positions according to LSS is studied. In a second step also
a comparison with the analysis which is done with measured data is carried out.
The standard proton and HHeNFe scenario as well as the HHeNFe scenario with an
additional nearby proton source are used with the associated parameters for the source
properties resulting from the individual combined fits. Assuming a strong EGMF
the results show no significant positive deviation from isotropy for all studied mass
scenarios. For a weak EGMF and proton sources a significant deviation from isotropy
is shown that increases with energy and is also stronger as seen in the data. The
mixed source composition with the weak EGMF show no deviation from isotropy for
all energy ranges. The results from the direct comparison to the data which is done for
the scenarios with the weak EGMF shows for the HHeNFe sources a significant lower
correlation for low energies and the whole energy range which leads to an exclusion of
this scenario whereas proton sources can not be excluded. To summarise, a deviation
from isotropy is seen only for pure proton sources in case of weak EGMF and none of
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the studied scenarios can reproduce the behaviour seen in data whereby this leads to
an significant exclusion for the scenario with HHeNFe sources and the weak EGMF.
Regarding the issue of the two minima found in the combined fit of the energy
spectrum and the Xmax moments for the HHeNFe scenarios, photon predictions as well
as neutrino predictions do not allow to distinguish between these two results at the
current status of the experimental upper limits. In particular, further improvements
of the neutrino limits could provide additional insights. Also the estimation of the
correlation of the arrival directions with the source positions for this scenario shows
no preference for one of the two minima of the combined fit.
Conclusively, a sophisticated simulation of astrophysical scenarios combined with a
high data volume gathered by current experiments like the Pierre Auger Observatory
allow to thin out the mists that obscures the sources of UHECR. But still the com-
bination of the individual observables contains challenges as for example the energy
spectrum and the Xmax moments prefer mixed sources especially with an additional
nearby population but the absence of an anisotropy for this scenarios disfavours them
in the directional studies. Future studies with more advance simulation possibilities
and more complex astrophysical scenarios will perhaps also solve this last obstacles.
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